
CHAPTER 2

LATE CH'ING FOREIGN RELATIONS,
1866-1905

THE CHANGING CONTEXT

A new era dawned in Chinese foreign relations after 1861. Western
belligerence had given way to moderation, and Chinese resistance to
accommodation. Defeat in the two wars and the Anglo-French occupation
of Peking climaxed by the burning of the Summer Palace in 1860 had
shocked the more pragmatic Ch'ing officials into a realization that a new
international situation had set in and that the contemporary Westerners
were basically different from the barbarians who had disturbed China in
earlier times. There was a growing feeling that 'the West wind is blowing
East', and that it could not be stopped. It was therefore imperative that
China accept this reality, however unpleasant. The more progressive
scholars and statesmen resolved to honour China's treaty obligations, to
modernize her diplomatic practice, to create Western-style industry and
enterprises, and to employ foreigners to help manage the new situation. As
a result, a proto-foreign office was established in 1861, a text on inter-
national law was translated in 1864, an imperial audience was granted to
foreign diplomats without the kotow in 1873, and diplomatic missions
were established abroad after 1876. By 1880 China had taken her place in
the family of nations and learned to struggle for survival in a world of
social Darwinism just like any other state. In form, the Confucian universal
empire (t'ien-hsia) had been metamorphosed into a nation-state (kuo-chia),
but in spirit the old Middle Kingdom world view still lingered. Torn
between tradition and modernity, China went to war to defend Vietnam
and Korea in the 1880s and 1890s, partly to fulfil her tributary obligations
and partly to exert her suzerainty in the manner of Western colonial
powers. When the wars were lost, the tribute system was shattered in
theory as well as in practice, marking the total disintegration of the imperial
tradition of foreign intercourse.

On the Western side, there was also a change of attitude, policy and
power relationships among the leading states. Foreign governments and
traders in the early 1860s were on the whole satisfied with the concessions
of the recent treaties. Britain in particular had decided to curb her
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THE CHANGING CONTEXT Jl

nationals' adventurous, expansionist tendencies lest she be drawn into
administering a tottering Ch'ing empire. The Mutiny of 1857 in India,
which demonstrated the extreme difficulty of governing Hindus and
Muslims, was a sufficient lesson to London that Britain should not seek
additional territorial possessions in the East. The new emphasis was to
obtain political influence, economic privileges and strategic security with-
out the burden and expense of a colony.1 Hence British policy after 1861
was to support Chinese political stability and maintain British commercial
pre-eminence by peaceful means - a marked departure from the forceful
approach that had characterized the earlier confrontation. This policy of
moderation, along with the rising assertiveness of other powers and the
growing independence of other foreign diplomats in Peking, signalled the
beginning, however imperceptible at the time, of the gradual decline of
British domination of Western relations with China. While Britain con-
tinued to be paramount until the end of the century, she was slowly losing
the indisputable position of leadership she had once commanded. During
the generation after 1870, British interests were in fact threatened by
Japan's extension of influence to Formosa (Taiwan) and acquisition of the
Liu-ch'iu (Ryukyu) and Bonin Islands, by Russian activities in Sinkiang,
by the French annexation of Indo-China, and finally by the Japanese
detachment of Korea which opened the door to the 1898 'Scramble for
Concessions' in China.2

Late Ch'ing foreign relations must be examined both in the global con-
text of intensified imperialism and shifting power configurations among the
leading Western states and Japan, and also against the background of the
progressive decline of Manchu rule and the disintegration of the imperial
tradition of foreign intercourse.

FOREIGN RELATIONS, I 866—7 J

As China began a diplomatic modernization, Robert Hart, the young
Inspector-General of Customs, and Thomas Wade, charge" d'affaires of the
British legation, promoted the idea of 'progress', and under their influence
the first Chinese mission was sent abroad.

The Pin-ch'un Mission, 1866

On 6 November 1865 Robert Hart submitted a memorandum to the
Tsungli Yamen entitled 'Observations by an outsider' ('Chii-wai p'ang-
1 Ronald Robinson, John Gallagher and Alice Denny, Africa and the Victoriant: the climax of

imperialism, 6, 8, I O - I I , 471.
3 L. K. Young, British policy in China, iSfj-iyoi, 5, 7-13.
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72 FOREIGN RELATIONS, 1866-19OJ

kuan lun'), in which he stressed the advantages of railways, steamships,
telegraphs, mining and Western diplomatic practices. Tactfully he implied
that acceptance of his advice would make China strong while rejection
might turn her towards international servitude. 'The view of an outside
observer is neither unconsidered nor coercive. What the foreign nations
will demand in the future does not aim at hurting China; they merely hope
that peace and friendship with her may be maintained.' Diplomatic re-
presentation abroad was considered by Hart as of 'paramount importance',
because it would enable China to bypass the headstrong diplomats in
Peking and make direct representations to foreign governments which
were more fair-minded. This move would help China to preserve her
independence and also 'constitute a tie which should bind her to the West
so firmly and commit her to a career of improvement so certainly as to
make retrogression impossible'.3 Prince Kung found Hart 'quite capable of
making vigilant examination of Chinese and foreign situations', but felt
that his views could not be implemented for the moment.*

Following the Hart memorandum, Thomas Wade also presented to the
Tsungli Yamen in 1866 a communication called 'A brief exposition of new
ideas' ('Hsin-i lueh-lun'), expounding the usefulness of railways, tele-
graphs, mining, schooling, Westernized army training, and diplomatic
representation. Wade warned that foreigners today were different from the
barbarians of the past such as the Hsiung-nu, and unless China recognized
this fact and sought progress along Western lines her fate would be sealed.
In particular, diplomatic representation abroad would bring great benefits,
for mutual communication would create a warm feeling between govern-
ments and forestall troubles. 'Even if [China] should be embroiled in a
quarrel with a certain country, if she was in the right, other nations would
of course come forward to assist her with good offices, if not with armed
assistance.' Wade urged that China should not look to the past for guidance
but to the future.s

As a consequence of these promptings, the Tsungli Yamen decided to
send an informal exploratory mission to Europe under the guidance of
Hart during his furlough in 1866. The mission was headed by Pin-ch'un, a
63-year-old ex-prefect and Hart's secretary for Chinese correspondence.
Though Pin-ch'un was given a temporary third class civil service rank to
1 Chinese text in Cb'ing-tai cb'ou-pan i-au tbib-mo (Complete record of the management of

barbarian affairs). T'ung-chih period (hereafter IWSM-TC), 40.14-22. See also Robert Hart,
'Notes on Chinese matters', in Frederick W. Williams, Amon Bwrlingame and the first Chinese
mission to foreign powers, 285.

• WSM-TC, 40.10b.
» Chinese text in IWSM-TC, 40.22b-} ib. The original English text is lost, but H. E. Wode-

house made a free translation from the Chinese text; see his 'Mr. Wade on China', The China
Weview, 1.1 (July-Aug. 1872) $8-44, and i.2(Sept.-Oct. 187a) 118-24.
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FOREIGN RELATIONS, I 8 6 6 - 7 J 73

add dignity to his mission, Prince Kung made it clear that it was not a
formal diplomatic mission, but only an information-gathering junket to
the West. Being unofficial, it would obviate touchy questions of protocol
and avoid the high cost of a regular embassy. The mission visited London,
Copenhagen, Stockholm, St Petersburg, Berlin, Brussels and Paris, and its
novelty insured it a gracious welcome everywhere. Upon their return,
members of the mission recorded detailed descriptions of what they had
seen. Unfortunately, their observations were mainly limited to Western
social customs, tall buildings, gaslights, elevators and machines; only in
passing did they touch upon political institutions. The mission neverthe-
less signified China's first effort towards dispatching embassies abroad, but
establishment of regular legations had to wait until 1877.

The Burlingame Mission and the Alcock Convention

While Western governments followed a 'Cooperative Policy' at Peking in
the 1860s, foreign traders and Old China Hands in the treaty ports increas-
ingly clamoured for a more aggressive policy - to lay open all of China to
Western commerce and promote 'progress' through adoption of railways,
telegraphs, mining and other modern enterprises. Their pronouncements
and the memoranda of Hart and Wade aroused fear in the Tsungli Yamen
that the British were about to make new demands during the forthcoming
treaty revision scheduled for 1868. The Yamen anxiously polled the power-
ful provincial authorities for their views on issues that were likely to arise.

Tseng Kuo-fan, the leading statesman and governor-general at Nanking,
suggested that China temperately but resolutely rejects all foreign demands
regarding railways, telegraphs, inland navigation, transportation of salt in
Chinese waters, and opening of warehouses, as these activities would harm
the livelihood of the Chinese people. Mining, however, was potentially
profitable and China might avail herself of foreign tools in the initial phase
of operations. He believed that China should open diplomatic missions
abroad when suitable men and funds were available, but he showed no
concern about missionary activities, believing that their alternating periods
of success and decline - according to the funds available - made them
relatively ineffective and harmless.6 Similar views were expressed by Li
Hung-chang, governor-general of Hunan and Hupei, who was in touch
with Tseng. Li attempted to calm the court's anxiety by pointing out the
difference between treaty revision and peace negotiations: the former
implied mutual discussion without the forcible imposition of one nation's
demands upon the other; failure to reach an agreement would not bring

11WSM-TC, 54.1-4, 18 Dec. 1867.
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74 FOREIGN RELATIONS, 1866-1905

hostilities, whereas failure in the latter might. Hence in the forthcoming
treaty revision there would be room for a dispassionate exchange of views
without the risk of war.7

The Tsungli Yamen's fears were, in reality, unfounded as London looked
without favour upon the Old China Hands' push for hasty 'progress' in
China. In August 1867, Lord Stanley, the foreign secretary, assured
Minister Rutherford Alcock in Peking that 'We must not expect the
Chinese, either the Government or the people, at once to see things in the
same light that we see them; . . . we must lead and not force the Chinese to
the adoption of a better system.'8

The Tsungli Yamen, not having diplomatic agents in London, had no
inkling of the British policy, but common sense suggested the application
of the old principle of playing off the barbarians against one another.
Prince Kung and Wen-hsiang invited the retiring American minister,
Anson Burlingame, who had offered to act as if he were China's envoy if
needed, to join a roving diplomatic mission to dissuade European and
American governments from forcing the pace of Westernization in China.
Burlingame readily accepted: 'When the oldest nation in the world, con-
taining one-third of the human race, seeks, for the first time, to come into
relations with the West, and requests the youngest nation through its
representative, to act as the medium of such change, the mission is one not
to be solicited or rejected.'9

Accompanied by a Manchu and a Chinese co-envoy,10 Burlingame led
the mission to the United States in May 1868. His eloquence and charm
captivated the Americans and, after a flattering interview with President
Andrew Johnson, he signed a treaty with Secretary of State Seward on 28
July 1868. It committed the United States to a policy of noninterference in
the development of China, and stipulated the sending of Chinese consuls
and labourers to the United States and reciprocal rights of residence,
religion, travel and access to schools. Though Burlingame acted on his own
authority, without the prior approval of the Chinese government, Peking
was too grateful to disown the treaty.

In London, the mission was received by Queen Victoria. Lord Clarendon,
foreign secretary, assured Burlingame on 28 December 1868 that provided
China observed her treaty obligations faithfully, she was 'entitled to count
upon the forebearance of foreign nations' and that Britain had 'neither a
desire nor intention to apply unfriendly pressure to China to induce her
Government to advance more rapidly in her intercourse with foreign

7 Ibid. 55.6-10, 31 Dec. 1867.
8 China correspondence, no. 5 (1871), document 1, p. 8.
• Foreign relation! of the United States, 1868, 1.494.

10 Chih-kang and Sun Chia-ku.
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FOREIGN RELATIONS, 1866-75 75

nations than was consistently with safety, and with due and reasonable
regards for the feelings of her subjects.'" Alcock was informed of this
assurance and was instructed to act accordingly in his forthcoming negotia-
tions for treaty revision.'2

Having secured the British promise, Burlingame moved on to Berlin,
where he obtained from Bismarck a pledge that the North German Con-
federation would deal with China in whatever manner Peking considered
in its best interest. After all these successes, Burlingame contracted
pneumonia at St Petersburg and died on 23 February 1869. The mission,
however, continued on to Brussels and Rome and returned to China in
October 1870.

Burlingame's mission was successful in its immediate objective for it did
commit Western powers to a policy of restraint in the forthcoming treaty
revision, yet, in the long run, it encouraged the growth of conservatism in
China. The mandarins, who spent 160,000 taels on the mission, came to
believe that foreigners could be managed at a price and became more
complacent and less responsive to outside stimuli.

During the prolonged discussion of treaty revision, the British mercantile
community vigorously promoted the opening of all China and demanded
new concessions on telegraphs, railways, mining, inland navigation and
residence. Alcock firmly resisted their pressure and conducted the negotia-
tions in a spirit of moderation and conciliation. In this he was strongly
supported by Clarendon and by the influential under-secretary of the
Board of Trade, Louis Mallet, who, in a lengthy position paper on 19 May
1869, favoured a 'safe course' in China to consolidate the position already
gained, and the use of moral influence, moderation and patience to achieve
future developments.13 On 4 June 1869 Clarendon practically authorized
Alcock to accept any arrangement satisfactory to the Chinese and 'wait for
a more favourable and complete revision of Treaties' in the future: 'Her
Majesty's Government are content that you should agree to accept what
you can obtain at once.'14

The actual negotiations were conducted as between equals, without
military threats, for the first time since the Opium War. The resultant
Alcock Convention of 23 October 1869 allowed China to establish a con-
sulate at Hong Kong; to increase the import duty on opium by 2.5 per cent
ad valorem and the export duty on silk by a fraction over 1 per cent; and to

" China correspondence, no. i (1869). Correspondence respecting the relations between Great
Britain and China, document 1, The Earl of Clarendon to Mr Burlingame, 28 Dec. 1868.

11 Ibid, document 2, Clarendon to Alcock, 30 Dec. 1868.
13 China correspondence, no. 5 (1871), Correspondence respecting the revision of the Treaty of

Tientsin, document 107, p. 355.
14 Ibid, document 117, Clarendon to Alcock, 4 June 1869.
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•j6 FOREIGN RELATIONS, 1866-1905

qualify the most-favoured-nation arrangement so that the British must
accept the conditions under which certain rights were granted other
powers, if they wished to claim the benefits of those rights. Other provi-
sions included the opening of Wenchow and Wuhu and the closing of
Kiungchow on Hainan which was useless; an additional 2.5 per cent transit
duty on British textile imports at the port of entry; foreign navigation on
inland waterways in traditional Chinese boats owned by foreigners; steam
navigation on Poyang Lake; a conditional and qualified right of foreign
temporary residence in the interior; and Chinese assent to adopt a written
code of commercial law. All in all, the terms of the convention demon-
strated mutual concessions.

The Tsungli Yamen was of course proud of this first equal agreement
and considered it final when both sides signed it. Ratification by London
was regarded as a formality, since no previous treaties with foreign powers
were unratified. Therefore, the Yamen urged the court to approve the
convention quickly, especially in view of the growing British mercantile
hostility towards the agreement.15

Alcock himself was highly satisfied with the results of his work. To
Clarendon he proudly stated: 'I believe it [the Convention] will be found
to secure advantages far in advance of the objects contemplated in the
XXVII [or revision] Article of the Treaty.' That he could have achieved
these results, Alcock acknowledged, was due in no small part to the medi-
atory service of Robert Hart: 'I believe it was mainly through his active
intervention that they [the Yamen ministers] were at last led to see the
expediency, if not advantage, of ceding many points previously insisted
upon, and offering me terms I felt justified in accepting.'16 With pride
Alcock proclaimed that 'We are no longer dictating conditions of peace,
but negotiating for reciprocal advantages upon an equal footing'."

However, the British mercantile communities, both at home and in
China and Hong Kong, scorned Alcock's diplomacy and scoffed at the idea
of treating China 'as a country entitled to the same rights and privileges as
civilized nations'.l8 They strenuously opposed the terms of the convention,
especially the Chinese consul at Hong Kong, whom they saw as a revenue
officer and a spy. Numerous memorials were sent to Parliament arguing
against the ratification of the agreement." Reinforcing the mercantile

" IWSM-TC, 68.14-14IJ, 23 Oct. 1869.
16 China correspondence, no. 1 (1869), Alcock to Clarendon, 18 Oct. 1869.
" China correspondence, no. 5 (i87')> P- 360, Alcock to Mcdhurst, 1 April 1869.
18 Stanley F. Wright, Hart and the Chinese customs, 382.
•• Texts of these memorials may be found in China correspondence, no. 4 (1870), no. 6 (1870).

They were presented by merchants and others in London interested in trade with China, and
Chambers of Commerce from Glasgow, Leith, Edinburgh, Dundee, Manchester, Maccles-
ficld, Shanghai, Foochow and Hong Kong.
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FOREIGN RELATIONS, I 866-75 77

opposition were unfavourable foreign attitudes. Except for the American
charge d'affaires, Dr S. Wells Williams, who praised the convention as 'a
victory of peace', most other diplomats were cool and non-committal.

In the face of such adverse reactions, Alcock defended the agreement
forcefully, pointing out that 'no country or Western government has ever
before made such liberal concessions to foreign trade' and that China had
granted greater religious toleration and a more moderate tariff than most
European states.20 Yet these arguments could not outweigh the combined
force of strong mercantile opposition and lukewarm foreign attitudes.
Lord Granville, foreign secretary after Clarendon, decided that ratification
of the convention would increase rather than decrease misunderstanding
and friction, and accordingly rejected it on 25 July 1870. This was an act
undoubtedly detrimental to both Chinese and foreign interests.

The Tsungli Yamen felt betrayed in its trust in foreign goodwill and
friendly international relations. The feeling was common among its
negotiators that foreigners only took but never gave and that the minute
a treaty slightly unfavourable to them was negotiated they disowned it.
According to Thomas Wade who succeeded Alcock as minister, Wen-
hsiang was 'thirsting for revenge because of the discredit and inconvenience
our rejection of the Convention has occasioned, . . . the difficulties of the
legation are infinitely multiplied by the rejection of the Convention of
1869'.21 Yet in its report to the court on the British rejection of the agree-
ment, the Yamen was surprisingly mild and devoid of bitterness:

It is true that in foreign political systems, the government's authority is weak
while the merchants' influence is strong. . . . We have told him [Wade] in sharp,
reproving language that if the new agreement is not implemented, Chinese and
foreign traders and people will have no faith in future transactions, etc.. . . We
[the Yamen] suspect that the large items wanted most by foreigners such as
telegraph lines, railways, transportation of salt, and mining have been rejected
by China, and even those items agreed to [made them feel] that their gains cannot
compensate for their losses. Hence their dilatory tactic.22

The restraint exhibited by the Yamen was obviously part of a double-
barrelled tactic. To the Chinese it played down the importance of the re-
jection of the convention,23 but to the foreigner it played up the dire con-
sequences of British bad faith. Clearly, there was no point in the Yamen

10 China correspondence, no. 10 (1870), Memorandum by Sir R. Alcock on 'Further memorials
respecting the China Treaty Convention", 3 May 1870, p. 9.

21 Nathan A. Pelcovits, Old China bands and the Foreign Office, 104, citing FO, 17/654, 16 May
1873. « IWSM-TC, 79.40-40^ 21 Jan. 1871.

21 Apart from the Yamen report just cited, there was a conspicuous absence of reference to the
British rejection of the Alcock Convention in court documents such as the Veritable records
(Sbib-lu) and the Tung-bua lu, and works of leading statesmen such as Tseng, Tso, Li, Wen-
hsiang, Wo-jen, Shen Pao-chen, Feng Kuei-fen and Wang Chih-ch'un.
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78 FOREIGN RELATIONS, 1866-I905

publicizing the failure of its policy of international conciliation, but
demonstration of disappointment to. foreigners served the purpose of
putting them on the defensive.

It would be an overstatement to suggest that the rejection of the Alcock
Convention ended a decade of goodwill between China and foreign
powers, and gave rise to a wave of anti-foreignism in the 1870s. Anti-
foreign riots had occurred before 1869, while Chinese disappointment
following the British rejection was limited to a small circle of officials with-
out much public awareness. Pragmatic officials such as Tseng Kuo-fan and
Li Hung-chang continued to behave responsibly in their foreign dealings.
Anti-foreign riots were mostly instigated by gentry who knew little about
the British rejection. Hence it is hard to establish a direct link between the
rejection and anti-foreignism; but it is certain that the British action con-
firmed the Chinese view that foreigners were greedy in nature and fickle in
behaviour. If the Burlingame Mission heightened Chinese complacency,
the rejection of the Alcock Convention reaffirmed Chinese suspicion of
foreign trustworthiness. Both events had an adverse effect on Sino-Western
relations.24

The Tientsin Massacre, 1870

Even as Burlingame was touring the United States, inviting missionaries to
'plant the shining cross on every hill' in China, anti-Christian activities
broke out across the country. Christianity, as a heterodox faith, was anti-
thetical to Confucianism, and its practice of mixed congregations ran counter
to Chinese custom and aroused rumours of immoral and perverted
behaviour (see volume 10, chapter 11). Missionary protection of Chinese
converts and the construction of churches in disregard of time-honoured
concepts of geomancy (feng-shui) irritated Chinese sensibilities.25 Anti-
Christian tracts appeared frequently and eruption of anti-missionary
activities under gentry instigation was common. These activities elicited a
ready reprisal from foreign representatives who felt, as did Rutherford
Alcock, that failure to act would result in a 'serious loss of prestige and
influence, on which everything depends in the East'. Thus in August 1868,
when a mob in Yangchow plundered and set fire to the new missionary
station of the China Inland Mission, Alcock sent Consul W. H. Medhurst

** Mary C. Wright, The last stand of Chinese conservatism; the Tung-chib restoration, 1862-1874, 299:
'As the recapture of Anking and the founding of the Tsungli-yamen had symbolized the
beginning of the Restoration, so the rejection of the Alcock Convention and the Tientsin
Massacre symbolized its end.'

" For an excellent study of the missionary problem, see Paul A. Cohen, China and Christianity:
the missionary movement and the growth of Chinese antiforeignism, 1860—1870, chs. 3—7.
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FOREIGN RELATIONS, I 866-75 79

and four ships to Nanking to force Governor-general Tseng Kuo-fan to
cashier the Yangchow officials and pay compensation. Again, in November
1868, when a mob in Taiwan attacked foreign merchants in an effort to
break the camphor monopoly, British interpreter John Gibson and
Lieutenant T. P. Gurdon blew up the Chinese military installations at
Anping and exacted 40,000 taels. Such actions produced quick results but
invariably inflamed public feeling and aroused xenophobia. Even London
found the Alcock-Medhurst action contrary to British policy and con-
demned the Gibson-Gurdon move as 'reprehensible' and 'rash and
inexcusable'.26

In 1870, Tientsin was the site of a major anti-Christian riot. It is not by
chance that Tientsin was the scene of the outburst, for it had twice been
occupied by foreign troops - during the negotiations of the Treaties of
Tientsin in 1858, and the Conventions of Peking in i860. Even after the
peace settlement, portions of the Anglo-French forces remained in Taku
until 1865. The presence of foreign troops was always a cause of irritation,
and additional fuel came from the French seizure of the imperial villa27 in
Tientsin in i860 for use as a consulate. In 1869, the church and orphanage
of Notre Dame des Victoires was constructed on the site of a razed Bud-
dhist temple. As few Chinese would send orphans to the foreign establish-
ment, the nuns offered a premium for each child, thereby encouraging
rascals, known as 'child brokers', to kidnap children. The offer of a
premium and the high mortality rate - the nuns were particularly interested
in baptizing sick and dying children - inevitably aroused suspicion.
Rumour spread that behind their high walls and closed gates, the foreigners
bewitched the children, mutilated their bodies, and extracted their hearts
and eyes to make medicines.

In 1870, Ch'ung-hou, superintendent of trade for the northern ports,
inspected the orphanage and found no truth in the wild charges. Then the
truculent French consul, Henri Fontanier, and his chancellor suddenly
appeared armed with pistols and demanding justice for the nuns. Angry at
the sight of the mob which the magistrate had been unable to disperse,
Fontanier fired a shot which missed the magistrate but killed his servant.
In retaliation the mob killed Fontanier and his assistant, and burned the
church and orphanage. Ten nuns, two priests, two French officials and
three Russian traders were killed, and four British and American churches
were destroyed. This crisis summarily dispelled a decade of goodwill and
cooperation. Foreign gunboats quickly anchored off Tientsin, and strong

26 John K. Fairbank, 'Patterns behind the Tientsin massacre', HJAS, 20.3-4 (Dec. 1957)
482-3, 488, 501.

" Known as the 'Sea-viewing Pavilion', or 'Wang-hai lou'.
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80 FOREIGN RELATIONS, 1866-I9O5

protests from seven foreign ministers were lodged with the Tsungli
Yamen, demanding redress and punishment of the rioters.

The court appointed its most venerable servant, Tseng Kuo-fan, now
governor-general of Chihli, to investigate the case. Ill and aged, Tseng
accepted the strenuous assignment only to find the situation far knottier
than he had anticipated. The French charge d'affaires demanded the lives of
the vigorously anti-foreign General Ch'en Kuo-jui and the Tientsin prefect
and magistrate, while conservative Chinese officials and literati clamoured
against any concession or appeasement. In this precarious situation, Tseng
showed great integrity and courage. Rather than cater safely to public
sentiment he risked his political future with the candid recommendation
that the absolute truth of the case be established. He advised the court that
Britain, the United States and Russia be indemnified first to dissociate them
from the French cause. Tseng then visited the orphanage and learned first-
hand from the children there that they were not kidnapped but had been
sent by their families voluntarily. He asked the court to restore the reputa-
tion of the nuns by issuing a proclamation denying the rumours of cruel
treatment of the children.

For the settlement of the case, Tseng recommended dismissal of the
taotai, the Tientsin prefect and the district magistrate; capital punishment
for fifteen chief instigators and banishment for twenty-one others. If this
did not satisfy the French, Tseng stated, greater punishment might be
imposed.

The conservatives immediately condemned Tseng as a traitor. The
Hunan Association in Peking burned his calligraphy which had adorned
its wall, and Grand Secretary Wo-jen ridiculed the idea of bargaining with
the French about the penalty. The court, too, found Tseng's recommenda-
tions hard to accept. At this juncture, Li Hung-chang, governor-general at
Wuchang, submitted a more palatable solution, suggesting capital punish-
ment of eight and exile of twenty. Li was transferred to Tientsin to take
over the investigation and Tseng was sent to Nanking as governor-
general. Overwhelmed by a sense of personal inadequacy and hounded by
the conservatives' accusations, Tseng lapsed into despondency. He wrote
to friends, 'I fear public criticism without, and am conscience stricken
within.'

French bellicosity in China was providentially tempered by the out-
break of the Franco-Prussian War in Europe. Li Hung-chang speedily
settled the case, agreeing to pay a compensation of 400,000 taels, to send a
mission of apology, to banish the Tientsin prefect and magistrate, and to
sentence eighteen rioters to capital punishment and twenty-five to hard
labour on the frontier. The apology mission, led by Ch'ung-hou, reached
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France only to find the French government too involved in the Prussian
War to receive it. The Tsungli Yamen then ordered Ch'ung-hou to return
home. When he had reached New York, however, Ch'ung-hou was sum-
moned back to France, where the provisional president, M. Thiers,
received him at Versailles on 23 November 1871 and announced that
France was not interested in decapitating the Chinese wrongdoers, but in
securing lasting peace and order. The case was officially closed with
Thiers' acceptance of the letter of apology from the Chinese emperor.28

The Audience Question,

Even though foreign diplomats took up residence in Peking in 1861, they
were continuously denied audience with the boy emperor. Prince Kung
received them in his capacity as semi-regent and explained that an audience
was inadvisable during the emperor's minority. Though they agreed that
there was little point in demanding a meeting with a five-year-old emperor,
the foreign representatives argued that repeated delay of the audience was
an act of unfriendliness. Chinese postponement was due, of course, to the
knowledge that foreigners would not perform the kotow, thus denying the
myth of China's universal overlordship and the.ancient tributary practice.

The Tsungli Yamen's tactics put off but did not solve the question of
audience. Therefore, during the secret discussion of treaty revision in
1867, the Yamen solicited views on the question from leading provincial
authorities. The majority were content to sidestep the issue until the
emperor's majority. Li Hung-chang declared that contact with Prince
Kung was sufficient access to the throne and that foreign representatives
could gain nothing through personal audience with the emperor. As to the
ceremonies for audiences following the emperor's majority, he suggested
foreign ministers should be allowed to perform such rituals as they would
before their own rulers. Tseng Kuo-fan asserted that just as the K'ang-hsi
Emperor (1662-1722) had treated Russia as an enemy state on an equal
footing rather than as an inferior, dependent state, the court should also
regard foreign ministers as envoys from enemy states of equal status
exempt from Chinese customs. A number of conservative officials, how-
ever, argued that China should not change her institutions and practices to
suit the convenience of foreigners.

In 1872 the emperor reached his majority and was married, but no
foreign diplomats were invited to the celebration; this avoided protocol
problems. In February 1873, he inaugurated his personal rule and foreign
a8 Knight Biggcrstaff, 'The Ch'ung-hou mission to France, 1870-71', Nankai SocialandEconomic

Quarterly, 8.3 (Oct. 1935) 633-47.
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82 FOREIGN RELATIONS, 1866-I905

representatives renewed their demand for an audience. Unable to defer the
issue longer, the Tsungli Yamen conducted protracted discussions with the
diplomats as to the proper rituals and finally agreed that foreign rep-
resentatives should simply bow instead of kotow during the audience.

On Sunday 29 June 1873, the foreign diplomats convened at 5.30 a.m.
but were not received by the T'ung-chih Emperor at the Pavilion of Violet
Light until 9.00 a.m. The Japanese foreign minister, Soejima Taneomi,
who was in Peking to exchange ratifications of a treaty of 1871, took this
opportunity to demonstrate his mastery of Western diplomacy and assert
Japanese equality with the Western powers by insisting that his ambassa-
dorial rank entitled him to precede the Western ministers. He was there-
fore received first, followed in order of seniority by the Russian, American,
British, French and Dutch ministers and the German interpreter. They
laid their credentials on a table before the emperor, who expressed, through
Prince Kung, his amicable feelings towards the foreign sovereigns rep-
resented there. The audience, for which Western diplomats had waited
twelve years, took no more than half an hour. 2» It was an anticlimax, the
more so when the foreign representatives later learned that the pavilion in
which they had been received was also used for the reception of tributary
envoys.30

The Margary Affair, 187;

The great depression in Europe in the early 1870s, brought on partly by
the tariff war there, adversely affected the China trade, which declined
steadily after 1872. To brighten trade prospects, the British revived a
scheme to open a back door to interior China by constructing a railway and
trade route from Burma to Yunnan and the upper Yangtze.

Captain Richard Sprye, a retired Indian army officer, had first proposed
the idea in 18 5 8 as a means to counter the Russian advance from the north-
west and the American move across the Pacific. London was unimpressed
but Sprye, undaunted, repeated the proposal to each new foreign secretary.
Lord John Russell, foreign minister in 1859, remarked, 'Captain Sprye is a
visionary who indulges in the wildest notions . . . there is a certain degree
of interest attaching to his schemes but they are impracticable.'31 The
foreign office believed that such a back-door thrust would create troubles
without a compensating commercial benefit. In 1874, the idea was revived

*• British parliamentary papers, China, no. 1 (1874): Correspondence respecting the audience granted to
Her Majesty's minister and the other foreign representatives at Peking by the emperor of China.

10 Such as in 1839-43, 1845-8 and 1864. See John K. Fairbank, ed. The Chinese world order:
traditional China'sforeign relation! (hereafter CWO), 262.

31 Pelcovits, Old China bands, 115, citing FO 17/470, 22 Nov. 1859.
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as Lord Salisbury, the only high official to fancy the project, became head
of the India office in the Disraeli ministry. He ordered the Indian govern-
ment to survey the proposed route and requested the foreign office to
instruct the minister in Peking to seek Chinese permission for the entry of
an exploratory mission from Burma.

Though sceptical of the commercial possibilities of such a route, Thomas
Wade found the Chinese government readily assented to his request and
agreed to let a British vice-consul, 28-year-old Raymond Augustus
Margary, travel up the Yangtze River to meet the mission. Aware of the
hostility to foreigners of guerrilla bands in the Chinese-Burmese border
area, and despite warnings from local Chinese officials, Margary ventured
on to Bhamo on the frontier to await the mission from Burma. There, on
21 February 1875, Margary was ambushed and killed.

Though international law relieves the host country of responsibility
when a foreigner exposes himself to danger at his own risk, the British
government obdurately held the Chinese government responsible and
instructed Wade to obtain redress. The ambitious Wade demanded an
investigation of the murder, an indemnity for the bereaved family, another
expedition, and trial of the acting governor-general of Yunnan and
Kweichow in whose jurisdiction the incident took place. He also raised the
extraneous issues of audience procedure, transit dues, better etiquette in
the treatment of foreign diplomats, and an apology mission to Britain.
Peking agreed to an investigation and an indemnity but frowned on the
other questions. Wade then impetuously withdrew his legation to Shang-
hai and, amidst rumours that he had entered into a pact with the Russian
minister engaging a British army from India and a Russian force from Hi,
he threatened to break off relations.

To avoid a rupture, on 29 August 1875 the court authorized the dispatch
of an apology mission to Britain headed by Kuo Sung-tao, and sent Robert
Hart to Shanghai to persuade Wade to resume discussions. When Hart
tactfully intimated that Kuo might initiate settlement proceedings in
London, excluding Wade from all claims to credit, the British minister
agreed to meet with Li Hung-chang at the summer resort of Chefoo. On
1} September 1876, the Chefoo Convention was concluded to settle the
Margary case. Part I dealt with the dispatch of an apology mission to
Britain and the payment of 200,000 taels to the bereaved family. Part II
provided for the preparation of an etiquette code for the Chinese govern-
ment and foreign diplomats. Part III dealt with the opening of four new
ports and the limitation of likin-free areas to treaty ports. However, the
British government failed to ratify this convention until 1885 due to
opposition from: (1) the United States, Germany, France and Russia, who
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criticized Britain's unilateral action; (2) the British mercantile community,
which sought complete abolition of the likin; and (3) the Indian govern-
ment, which protested against the increase in the opium tax.

The most significant outcome of the Margary incident was the dispatch
of the mission of apology, which became the first resident Chinese legation
abroad. Kuo Sung-tao, a progressive sixty-year-old friend of Li Hung-
chang, was given the title of vice-president of the Board of War prior to
his departure for Britain. After the presentation of the emperor's letter of
apology to Queen Victoria on 8 February 1877, he set up the Chinese
legation in London. In the next two years, other legations were established
in Paris, Berlin, Spain, Washington, Tokyo and St Petersburg. By 1880
China had belatedly taken her place in the family of nations.

China's slowness in reciprocating the Western practice of diplomatic
representation may be attributed to several causes." Institutionally, she
had never dispatched permanent, resident embassies abroad but only ad hoc
missions, which were sent out either in times of strength and prosperity to
spread the prestige of the Son of Heaven and to bring outlying states into
the tributary system, or in times of weakness and disorder to beg for peace
or alliance with barbarian tribes. Psychologically, the majority of mandarins
eschewed foreign affairs as beneath their dignity, and foreign assignment as
a form of banishment. Burlingame's two associates had fared badly after
their return: one was sent to an obscure post in western China, and the
other to the Mongolian frontier, as if they had been contaminated by their
foreign trip. To the question 'Who among men of rectitude today excels in
foreign affairs?' a grand secretary replied: 'Do men of rectitude care to
engage in foreign affairs?'32 The censors, the Hanlin scholars and the
conservative gentry and officials repeatedly proclaimed that historically
barbarians were transformed by Chinese ways, not the Chinese by bar-
barian ways. They promoted conservatism against modernization and con-
demned foreign association as disgraceful. So powerful was the conser-
vative atmosphere and the psychological inertia that it had taken China
more than fifteen years to overcome this barrier and reciprocate the Western
practice of diplomatic representation.

ACCELERATION OF IMPERIALISM IN FRONTIER AREAS AND
TRIBUTARY STATES

The last three decades of the nineteenth century were a period of accelera-
ted foreign imperialism in China. Europe, experiencing 'a generation of

« Inunanuel C. Y. Hsu, China's intranet into the family of nations: the diplomatic phase
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materialism', was propelled by the forces of nationalism, evangelism and
capitalism into heightened activity in Asia, Africa and the Middle East.
Industrialization created a need for raw materials and overseas markets,
and Social Darwinism sanctioned expansion as a struggle for survival
among nations. Religious fervour fired devotees with the sense of a divine
mission to evangelize the heathen. And to all this was added the proud,
self-righteous feeling of racial superiority, expressed as the 'White Man's
Burden'. 3 3

Epochal events of the 1860s - the end of the Civil War in the United
States, the Meiji Restoration in Japan, the rise of the Third Republic in
France, and the unifications of Italy and Germany - liberated energies for
action abroad. The completion of the Suez Canal in 1869 further facilitated
European expansion, and newly modernized nations - notably Japan and
Germany - joined the imperialist ranks. In contrast, China under the
Empress Dowager Tz'u-hsi made little headway in self-improvement and
regeneration; after a brief upsurge during the T'ung-chih period (1862-74),
dynastic strength steadily declined. Taking advantage of China's weakness,
foreign powers nibbled away the frontier areas and tributary states.

Formosa ({Taiwan) and L.iu-ch'iu (RyuJkyu)

Japan had been a tributary state of China for a time during the Ming period
(1368-1643), when the shogun Ashikaga Yoshimitsu accepted tributary
status in order to enrich his coffers from trade. After the middle of the
sixteenth century, however, nationalistic Japanese statesmen found such
relations humiliating and discontinued official contact with China. After
the establishment of the Ch'ing dynasty in 1644, official relations were still
not resumed; the Manchu rulers, unlike the Ming emperors, never attemp-
ted to bring Japan into the tribute system.

With the opening of China and Japan in the mid-nineteenth century,
Japanese traders began to arrive in Shanghai on British and Dutch ships.
By 1870, the Meiji government had decided to establish official relations
with the Ch'ing dynasty and sent Yanagiwara Sakimitsu to Peking to seek
a treaty. The Tsungli Yamen, though inclined to permit trade, was reluc-
tant to sign a formal treaty. Conservative officials opposed treaty relations
with a former tributary state because it might set a precedent for other
tributaries such as Korea and Annam (the Chinese name for Vietnam).
They cited further the past records of Japanese piracy along the China
coast and the Japanese arrival at the time of the Tientsin Massacre as proof
1 1 Carlton J. H. Hayes, A generation of materialism, 1871-1900. William L. Langcr, Tbe diplomacy

ofimperialism, iSf 0-1902.
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of their desire to take advantage of China. On the other hand, progressive
officials like Li Hung-chang and Tseng Kuo-fan favoured treaty relations.
Li said that Japan, though a tributary state of the Ming, was never a Ch'ing
tributary; thus her status was basically different from that of Korea and
Annam. That Japan sought official relations without an introduction by, or
the aid of, a Western power, showed her independence and goodwill, and
China should not begrudge her the request. Furthermore, the existence of
large Chinese communities in Japan, China's importation of a considerable
quantity of copper from Japan annually, and Japan's very proximity, led
Li to recommend the establishment of equal treaty relations. Tseng con-
curred in these views and stressed, in addition, the reciprocal nature of
Sino-Japanese trade as opposed to the largely one-sided Sino-Western
trade. He approved of treaty relations but recommended withholding most-
favoured-nation treatment.

On the strength of these recommendations, the court authorized the
conclusion of a commercial treaty with Japan on 24 July 1871, which
provided, among other things, for (1) nonaggression towards the other's
territorial possessions; (2) a mutual offer of good offices in case of conflict
with a third power; (3) mutual consular jurisdiction; (4) trade under a
tariff in treaty ports only; and (5) no appointment of Japanese merchant
consuls in China.

In 1873, the Japanese foreign minister Soejima Taneomi came to Peking,
ostensibly to exchange ratifications, but actually to participate in the
T'ung-chih audience and to determine China's position on the Formosa
incident. By capitalizing on this incident, which concerned the killing of
fifty-four shipwrecked Ryukyuan sailors by Formosan aborigines late in
1871, Japan attempted to assert her exclusive right to speak for the
RyukyGans. The question of Ryukyu's status, which had been ambivalent
for two-and-a-half centuries, was thus thrust to the fore.

Ryukyu (Liu-ch'iu in Chinese) had been a regular tributary of China since
1372. During the Ch'ing it paid tribute every other year and, with Korea
and Annam, was one of the three most important tributary states. In 1609,
unknown to China, the Satsuma ban (feudatory) of Japan subjugated Liu-
ch'iu, putting the northern part under its direct administration and leaving
the southern part to the Liu-ch'iu king. As a vassal, Liu-ch'iu paid tribute
annually to Satsuma and periodically to the shogunal court at Edo (Tokyo).
Eager to reap the benefits of the mainland trade, however, Satsuma direc-
ted Liu-ch'iu to continue its tributary relations with China. Satsuma
determined Liu-ch'iu's royal succession but allowed Chinese investiture
missions to confirm the legitimacy of a new king's rule. During the
Ch'ing period a total of eight such missions visited Liu-ch'iu, the last in
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1866, and during their stays Satsuma took great care to remove evidence of
the Japanese presence. Although members of the Chinese missions could
not fail to note traces of Japanese influence, the Ch'ing court officially knew
nothing of Liu-ch'iu's double status and treated it as an exclusively
Chinese tributary state. *•

Thus, when Soejima asserted the right to speak for Liu-ch'iu in 1873, the
Tsungli Yamen pointedly told him that as the islands were a Chinese
tributary and Formosa part of China, the killing of sailors of one by
aborigines of the other was no business of Japan. Moreover, as China had
never interfered in the internal affairs of the aborigines, she could not be
held responsible for their behaviour. Soejima argued that sovereignty over
a territory was evidenced by effective control; since China did not control
the Formosan aborigines, they were beyond her jurisdiction and any action
by Japan to chastise them would not violate Chinese jurisdiction. The
Japanese government then decided to send an expedition, and in April
1874 the Office of the Formosan Expedition was formed, with Okuma
Shigenobu as director and Saigo Tsugumichi as commander of the expedi-
tionary force. This move was in keeping with the Meiji foreign policy of
expansion along Western imperialist lines, and served to divert domestic
demands for representative assemblies and satisfy the clamour of ex-samurai
for an expedition to Korea.

Faced with the Japanese invasion, Peking ordered Shen Pao-chen,
director of the Foochow Dockyard, to defend Formosa. Shen found effec-
tive defence impossible - for example, the guns cast by the Nanking
Arsenal could only fire salutes and would burst when real explosive shells
were used. An early attempt at settlement failed when Saigo refused to
honour the agreement and on 10 September 1874 the home minister,
Okubo Toshimichi, arrived in Peking to direct negotiations.

Okubo repeated the argument that absence of effective Chinese admini-
stration on Formosa proved that China lacked sovereignty, and the
Japanese landing, consequently, could not be construed as an invasion of
Chinese territory. Prince Kung insisted that Sino-Japanese relations be
governed, not by the general principles of international law, but by the
treaty of 1871, which specifically stipulated nonaggression against each
other's territorial possessions. Okubo retorted that the treaty concerned
only Chinese-Japanese relations, not the Formosan aborigines who were
beyond Chinese jurisdiction. A diplomatic impasse ensued and the British
minister, Thomas Wade, offered to mediate. The case was finally settled
when China agreed to pay half a million taels ($US7jo,ooo) of which

" Robert K. Sakai, 'The Ryukyu (Liu-ch'iu) Islands as fief of Satsuma', and Ta-tuan Ch'en,
'Investiture of Liu-ch'iu kings in the Ch'ing period', in CWO, 112-34, 13J-64.
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100,000 taels was for the Ryukyuan victims and 400,000 taels for the pur-
chase of Japanese barracks constructed on Formosa. In addition, China
agreed not to condemn the Japanese action - a concession which implied
recognition of Japan's claim to sovereignty over Ryukyu. China's willing-
ness to pay for being invaded - as the British minister in Japan, Sir Harry
Parkes, sarcastically described it - was a blatant revelation of her weakness
and an invitation to further foreign encroachment. In 1879 Japan annexed
Liu-ch'iu and renamed it Okinawa Prefecture.

The Hi Crisis, 1871-81

Hi, or Kulja in Russian, was a Chinese prefecture (/») governing nine cities
in northern Sinkiang near the border of Russian Turkestan (see volume
10, chapter 2). The Hi valley was not only agriculturally and minerally rich
but also strategically important - its Muzart Pass controlled communica-
tion with southern Sinkiang. Possession of Hi facilitated control of all
Sinkiang, and Western military experts described Hi as the fortress of
Chinese Turkestan. A place of such importance naturally attracted the
attention of strong neighbours. In 1851 the Russians had secured the
Treaty of Kulja which allowed them to establish consulates and conduct
duty-free trade at Hi and Chuguchak (Tarbagatai) on the Mongolian
border. The Hi trade grew rapidly and the continuous expansion of the
Russians in Central Asia brought them ever closer to Hi. Taking advantage
of a Muslim rebellion in Sinkiang in the 1860s, the Russians were ready to
move into this important area.

The Muslim Rebellion in Sinkiang had its roots in the corrupt local
Ch'ing administration (see chapter 4). Since its conquest under the Ch'ien-
lung Emperor in 1759, Sinkiang had been governed as a military colony
under the direction of a military governor at Hi, aided by a number of
assistant military governors, imperial agents and some 21,760 troops at
various key points. The high officials and officers were nearly all Manchus
and bannermen, who ruled the populace - mostly Turki-speaking, turban-
wearing Uighur Muslims - through local chieftains known as begs. The
Manchu conquerors treated the subject Muslims as uncivilized aborigines,
levying heavy taxes and exacting forced contributions to support their
own unbridled extravagance. Muslim discontent inspired revolt, and the
former hereditary and saintly rulers, or khojas, banished by the Ch'ing to
Khokand, were ever anxious to re-establish themselves. The khojas of
the Afaql line of the Makhdumzada family had once ruled Kashgaria
(southern Sinkiang) before the Ch'ing conquest. They encouraged their
co-religionists in Sinkiang to revolt, while they themselves organized
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invasions. During the century following the Ch'ing conquest, no less than
a dozen uprisings and invasions took place. In 1864, amid the dynastic
decline and a Muslim rebellion in North-West China, the Muslims in
Sinkiang struck again. The local Ch'ing administration was too weak to
suppress them, while the central government in Peking was too pre-
occupied with the Taiping, the Nien and other rebellions to undertake
punitive measures (see volume 10, pages 74ff, and below, chapter 4).3S

During the disorder, Ya'qub (Yakub) Beg (1820-77), a Khokandian
general, entered Sinkiang in 1865, and through a series of military and
political manipulations established himself by 1870 as the ruler of Kash-
garia and part of the northern Sinkiang. The British in India, with a view
to blocking the extension of Russian influence, encouraged his empire-
building and sent missions to cultivate friendship and supply arms.

The Russians viewed these developments with concern. They con-
sidered Ya'qQb's empire to be an extension of British influence, which
when viewed in the larger context of Anglo-Russian rivalry in the Near
East and Central Asia, took on added political significance. Moreover, the
turmoil in Sinkiang had adversely affected the Russian trade and created
unrest among the Kazakhs and the Kirgiz and other minorities in Russia.
The Russian army, the bureaucrats and the bourgeois press all clamoured
for a permanent occupation of Hi, but the government decided to occupy
it only until Chinese authority was re-established in Sinkiang and then
return it in exchange for new trade routes to Western China and certain
'rectifications of the border'.^6 In July 1871 General K. P. von Kaufman,
the first governor-general of Russian Turkestan, sent troops to occupy Ili.

St Petersburg tried to create the impression that the Russian stewardship
of Ili was an act of kindness to China during a period of disorder, but it
was obvious that Russia believed the effete Ch'ing could never recover
Sinkiang. To perpetuate disorder and prolong their occupation of Ili, the
Russians signed a commercial treaty with Ya'qub in 1872; the British fol-
lowed suit a year later. Both countries granted him recognition in exchange
for trade privileges.

Before they could reach Ya'qub, the Ch'ing had to suppress the Muslim
Rebellion in Shensi and Kansu. In 1866 the court appointed Tso Tsung-
t'ang governor-general of Shensi and Kansu with the specific assignment
of suppressing the rebels there. However, before he assumed command, he
was transferred to fight the Nien. After pacifying the Nien Rebellion in
1868, Tso assumed his earlier assignment, and by efficient leadership, good

« Immanuel C. Y. Hsu, The Hi crisis: a study of Sino-Rutsian diplomacy, 1871-1881, 18-22.
J* A. L. Narochnitskii, Kolomal'naia politika kapitalisticbeskikb der^bay na dal'ntm vostoke, 1860-

189/(Che colonial policies of the capitalist powers in the Far East, 1860-189$), 207, 210-13.
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strategy and hard campaigning, crushed the rebellion in these two pro-
vinces in 1873. Just as Tso's army was poised to strike into Sinkiang, the
Formosan crisis with Japan arose as noted earlier, and China's weakness as
revealed in the settlement pointed to the urgent need for coastal defence.
The nation faced the vexing problem of whether it could support a bold
naval programme simultaneously with a costly Sinkiang campaign. A
grand debate ensued.

Maritime defence versus frontier defence

Prince Kung and Wen-hsiang were the first to express alarm at the
inadequacy of the coastal defence after a decade of self-strengthening.
They warned: 'If we continue to drift along passively and do not eagerly
seek to improve ourselves and forge ahead, trouble in the future will be
even more difficult to meet.' High officials on the coast proposed the
creation of a navy consisting of forty-eight ships, divided into three squad-
rons and stationed on the North, Central and South China coasts. The
threat of Japan, they felt, was more immediate than that of Russia. Li
Hung-chang, leading spirit of this group, boldly asked the court to cancel
the Sinkiang campaign and shift its funds to naval defence.

The advocates of maritime defence advanced five arguments: (i)
frontier defence was not as important and urgent as maritime defence
because of Peking's proximity to the coast and Sinkiang's distance from
the capital; (2) financial exigency and the uncertainty of victory in Sinkiang
compelled re-examination of the advisability of that campaign; (3) the
barren land of Sinkiang was not worth the high cost of recovering it; (4)
surrounded by strong neighbours, Sinkiang could not be effectively
defended for long; and (5) to postpone its recovery was not renunciation
of territory conquered by former emperors, but simply a sensible way of
preserving strength for the future.

Many other officials, however, while not disputing the importance of
naval defence, argued that it should not be undertaken at the expense of
frontier defence. If China failed to suppress the Sinkiang rebels, the
Russians would continue their advance, and the Western powers might
attack along the coast in response. Russia was a greater threat than Japan
or the Western powers because of her common frontier with China -
Russia could reach China by land as well as by sea, whereas Japan and the
Western countries could reach her only by sea. They compared the Russian
trouble to a sickness of the heart, and the Western threat to that of the
limbs. Tso Tsung-t'ang, leader of this group, stressed that Western powers
usually fought only for commercial privileges, whereas Russia sought both
commercial and territorial concessions.
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The advocates of frontier defence also presented five arguments: (i)
Sinkiang was the first line of defence in the north-west: it protected
Mongolia, which in turn shielded Peking; (2) the Western powers posed
no immediate danger of invasion, but the Russian advance in Sinkiang was
a prevailing threat; (3) the funds for frontier defence should not be shifted
to coastal defence, since the latter had already been allocated its own stand-
ing fund; (4) the land conquered by the dynastic forefathers should not be
given up; and (5) strategic spots such as Urumchi and Aksu should be
recovered first. Tso warned that to halt the campaign now was to invite
foreign domination of Sinkiang.'7

The arguments of both groups were cogent and well reasoned. But there
was no immediate trouble along the coast, while there was a rebellion in
Sinkiang and a Russian occupation of Hi. Thus, though not giving up the
naval programme, on 23 April 1875 the court appointed Tso imperial
commissioner to conduct the Sinkiang campaign.

Tso absorbed himself in an elaborate preparation for the campaign and
decided on the strategy of 'proceeding slowly but fighting quickly'. By
early 1876 he was ready to strike, and in March moved his headquarters to
the advanced post of Su-chou. General Liu Chin-t'ang struck hard and fast
into Sinkiang, and by November had conquered its northern half. Ya'qub,
still established in southern Sinkiang, grew apprehensive and sent an
emissary to London in late spring 1877 to seek British mediation, indicating
his willingness to accept the status of a tributary to China. But Tso's army
moved faster than discussions in London. Ya'qub was soundly defeated
and driven to suicide on 29 May 1877. His sons carried on the fight, but
internecine strife precluded any effective resistance. By the end of 1877 all
of Sinkiang had been recovered except for the small enclave of Ili, still
under Russian occupation.

Having re-established the imperial authority in Sinkiang, China had
fulfilled the Russian condition for the return of Ili. But as the Russian
minister in Peking repeatedly postponed discussion of the issue, the
Tsungli Yamen charged its recently established legation in Russia to
negotiate for the return of Ili. The mission head, Ch'ung-hou, was given
the title of imperial commissioner first class, which meant an ambassador
authorized to act as he saw fit.

Ch'ung-hou and the Treaty ofUvadia

The Russians were determined to make the most of the Ili situation. The
government had been under pressure from the industrialists and business-

<7 Immanuel C. Y. Hsu, 'The great policy debate in China, 1874: maritime defense vs. frontier
defense', HJAS, 2$ (1965) 212-28.
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men in the central provinces and the Urals to secure new trade routes to
Mongolia, Kansu and Shensi, where British and American goods and
competition were nonexistent. Such trading possibilities and mining rights
in Western China where precious metals abounded were said to be enough
to relieve the economic crisis in Russia, which was evident during 1873-6.
Under the direction of the minister of war, a special committee was called
to formulate her policy in China. It decided to demand, as the price for the
return of Hi, the right of Russian caravans to enter the interior of China,
cession of the Tekes valley and the Muzart Pass, amnesty for the popu-
lation of Kulja, and several other conditions. However, General Kaufman's
proposal to ask for a large indemnity to pay for the construction of the
Central Asian railway was rejected.38

Ch'ung-hou (1826-93), a compliant Manchu noble of no great ability,
was totally unprepared for his mission. Ignorant of the intricacies of
international diplomacy and Hi's geography, he arrived in St Petersburg
where Russian flattery apparently overwhelmed him and disarmed his
vigilance. Moreover, he seemingly feared the awesome Russians and was
eager to return home to tend to urgent family affairs. Ch'ung-hou hastily
negotiated the Treaty of Livadia, which returned Hi to China in name but
ceded seven-tenths of the area to Russia, including the strategic Tekes
valley and the Muzart Pass. It awarded to Russia an indemnity of 5 million
roubles, the right to consulates in seven key places, and navigation on the
Sungari River to Petuna in Manchuria. When these terms were telegraphed
to Peking, the astonished Tsungli Yamen cabled Ch'ung-hou not to sign
the treaty. His curious reply was that the treaty had already been negotiated
and the texts copied out; no change or renegotiation was possible. On 2
October 1879, on his own authority, he signed the treaty and returned
home without imperial authorization.

Chinese officialdom received the news with consternation. The Tsungli
Yamen insisted that this way of restoring Hi to China was worse than none.
Tso Tsung-t'ang feared that the fruits of his arduous Sinkiang campaign
were about to be snatched away by Ch'ung-hou's stupidity. He urged the
court: 'We shall first confront them [the Russians] with arguments . . . and
then settle it on the battlefields.'" On the other hand, Li Hung-chang,
never sympathetic to the Sinkiang campaign or the policy of pressing
Russia for the return of Hi, was only superficially critical of the treaty and
did not advocate its rejection: 'The present mission of Ch'ung-hou had its
origin in an imperial edict endowing him with full powers to act as he saw

J* Narochnitskii, Kolonial'naia politika, 217, 231-j.
19 Tso Tsung-t'ang, Tso Wen-briang kung cb'uan-cbi (Complete collection of Tso Tsung-t'ang's

papers), Ttou-kao (Memorials), 55.38.
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fit. We cannot say that he had no power to negotiate a treaty settlement. If
we give assent first and then repudiate it later, we are at fault.'40

Li was in the unpopular minority. The prevailing sentiment among
scholars and officials was for war to avenge the humiliation, regardless of
whether or not the country was ready for it. Countless memorials poured
into the court demanding severe punishment of the signatory and rejection
of the treaty. The most eloquent of these came from a young librarian of
the Supervisorate of Imperial Instruction, Chang Chih-tung (1837-1909),
who announced: 'The Russians must be considered extremely covetous
and truculent in making the demands and Ch'ung-hou extremely stupid
and absurd in accepting them . . . . If we insist on changing the treaty,
there may not be trouble; if we do not, we are unworthy to be called a
state.' He demanded that Ch'ung-hou be decapitated to show China's
determination to reject the treaty, even at the price of war. Because he
spoke the mind of the literati and officials, Chang gained immediate fame.41

The court appointed Marquis Tseng Chi-tse, minister to Britain and
France and son of Tseng Kuo-fan, as head of a second mission to Russia to
renegotiate the treaty. Meanwhile, Ch'ung-hou's death sentence met with
strong protests from the representatives of Britain, France, Germany and
the United States, who could not remain indifferent to the inhumane treat-
ment of a brother diplomat. When Queen Victoria sent a personal plea to
the empress dowager, Ch'ung-hou was given a reprieve on 26 June 1880,
but kept in prison to await the outcome of the second mission. Dissatisfied
with this partial concession, Russia refused to deal with Tseng until
Ch'ung-hou was granted a full pardon.

Irritated by China's actions, Russia sent twenty-three warships to China
as a naval demonstration. War seemed imminent; there was great fear of a
Russian naval attack along the coast in concert with an army thrust from
Siberia through Manchuria to Peking. The court did not intend to pre-
cipitate a clash, but was pushed by literati-official sentiment into taking a
stronger position than it wanted. To prepare for the eventuality of war, it
installed several Hunan army officers of Taiping fame in key positions, and
through Robert Hart invited Charles Gordon to China to help with
defence.

Gordon, former leader of the Ever Victorious Army, had been secretary
to the viceroy of India since the spring of 1880; but finding the life of a
desk officer 'a living crucifixion', he resigned, and two days later received
the telegraphic invitation from Hart. Gordon seized the opportunity, and
•»» Cb'ing-cbi wai-cbiao Mb-liao (Historical materials concerning foreign relations in the late

Ch'ing period, 1875-1911), 17.16-19 (hereafter WCSL.).
*' WCSL, i8.i8-22b, 16 Jan. 1880. For a study of the life of Chang Chih-tung, see William

Ayers, Cbang Cbib-lung, and Daniel H. Bays, China enters the twentieth century.
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after meeting with Li at Tientsin agreed that China should not drift
irresponsibly into war. He warned that as long as Peking was the seat of
government China could not afford to fight any first-rate power, for the
Taku forts could easily be taken, rendering Peking indefensible. If China
must fight, he said, the court should be moved to the interior and be pre-
pared for a long war of attrition. Such blunt counsels were unwelcome in
the belligerent atmosphere of Peking, but Gordon made a powerful case
for the inadvisability of war. Li used him both to discourage the war party
from a disastrous venture and to show Russia that China did not lack
friends in her hour of need.42

Marquis Tseng and the Treaty of St Petersburg, 1881

As Gordon was counselling for peace in China, Marquis Tseng was pre-
paring himself for the mission to St Petersburg. To avoid his predecessor's
mistakes, he thoroughly planned his diplomatic strategy and studied the
maps of Hi. Determined to hold firm on the boundary issue, bargain on the
question of trade, and be conciliatory on monetary compensation, Tseng
set out for Russia with assurance from the British foreign office of un-
official assistance, and the British ambassador at St Petersburg was
instructed by London to offer him advice.

The Russians, who secretly feared war at this point, ostensibly refused to
open negotiations at St Petersburg, insisting on moving the site to Peking
as punishment for China's bellicose attitude. The Ch'ing court urged
Tseng to use all means to keep the negotiations in Russia. The Russians
finally acquiesced but negotiations progressed slowly. The Russians were
in no position to wage a distant war, due to their depressed economy
following the Turkish War of 1876-7 and their international isolation
after the Congress of Berlin in 1878. The St Petersburg government was
further restrained by fear of revolution at home, and concern that the
adverse effect of war on trade might goad Europe and America into taking
sides with China. Moreover, the liberal and the conservative press as well
as a group of sinologists also urged a peaceful course of action.41 The
government wanted peace but could not find a graceful exit from the pre-
dicament. After nearly half a year of fruitless arguments, the tsar finally
decided to end the dispute by agreeing to return all of Hi, including the
Tekes valley and the Mu2art Pass, except for a few villages in the western
part for the settlement of those Muslim refugees who refused to return to
China. The number of Russian consulates was reduced to two (Turfan and
4 1 Immanuel C. Y. Hsu, 'Gordon in China, 1880', Pacific Historical Review, 23.2 (May 1964)

147-66.
41 Narochnitskii, KoloniaVnaia politika, 235-6. The sinologists included V. Vasil'ev, M. I.

Veniukov and V. Radlov.
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Su-chou), and the indemnity, dignified under the name of 'military com-
pensation', was increased to 9 million roubles (about j million taels). These
terms were incorporated in a new agreement, the Treaty of St Petersburg,
on 24 February 1881.

The peace settlement, generally considered a Chinese diplomatic victory,
left behind two important consequences. First, the thought of having won
a round from a powerful Western state stimulated Chinese self-confidence
and conservatism, in spite of Tseng's warnings against pride, optimism
and arrogance. The literati, who irresponsibly expressed their chauvinistic
views (ch'ing-i), were encouraged to believe that the victory resulted from
their war cries, and became overconfident of their ability to untangle
China's problems in foreign relations.

The second significant outcome was the new status of Sinkiang. Tradi-
tionally known as the Western Region (Hsi-yii), Sinkiang had never been
an integral part of China but had remained a frontier area held by her when
she was strong, lost when she was weak. After the Treaty of St Petersburg,
the court accepted the recommendation of Tso Tsung-t'ang and turned
Sinkiang into a regular province in 1884, with Liu Chin-t'ang, the brilliant
young general who contributed much to its reconquest, as its first governor.
This institutional innovation constituted a milestone in Chinese frontier
history.*4

The Sino-French War over Annam {Vietnam), IS&J-J

Following the settlement of the Hi crisis, there arose the problem of French
encroachment in the tributary state of Annam. Known in ancient times as
Vietnam, Annam first came under Chinese influence in the third century
BC, and its northern part was conquered during the reign of Han Wu-ti
(140-87 BC) in i n BC. Its Chinese name was derived from the An-nan
('south-pacifying') protectorate established during the T'ang dynasty (AD
618-907) to govern the area. Though independent after the fall of the
T'ang, Vietnam remained under strong Chinese cultural and political
influence, and was an important tributary state during the Ming and
Ch'ing periods.

Western influence reached Vietnam with the Jesuits in 1615, but church
work progressed slowly in this predominantly Confucian state. The French
East India Company made an unsuccessful attempt to trade, but French
influence began to rise by the end of the eighteenth century, when Nguyen
Phiic Anh, the lone survivor of the ancien regime overthrown in 1788,
regained control of the country with the aid of French officers. He was

** Hsu, The Hi crisis, 189-96.
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installed as Emperor Gia-Long of the Nguyen dynasty, which lasted from
1802 until 1945.

Gia-Long and his successors were conservative Confucianists, who
countenanced xenophobic riots against missionaries and converts. Louis
Napoleon, eager to build a French Indo-Chinese empire and pose as a
champion of Catholicism abroad, sent troops to Saigon in 1859 to punish
anti-missionary aggressors. A treaty, imposed on Vietnam in 1862, secured
for the French an indemnity of $US4 million and the rights to trade, to
propagate religion and to control Vietnamese foreign relations, as well as
cession of three provinces in the south known as Cochin China. In 1874
a new treaty was signed which confirmed French possession of Cochin
China and direction of Vietnamese (now called by the French Annamese)
foreign relations, and authorized French navigation on the Red River in
Tongking in the north. This document reduced Annam to a French pro-
tectorate, though nominally recognizing her independence. China, pre-
occupied with the Formosan crisis and the Margary murder case, took no
positive action to stop the French advance but refused to honour the
treaty of 1874 on the grounds that Annam was a Chinese dependency.**

The French intensified their activities in Annam, and by 1880 had
stationed troops in Hanoi and its port Haiphong and established fortresses
along the Red River. The Annamese government, to counter the French
advance, strengthened its ties with China by sending tribute and by seeking
the aid of the irregular Chinese Black Flag Army, which was established
along the Sino-Annamese border. By 18 8 2, the Black Flag Army had begun
engaging French troops, and in the following year the Ch'ing court also
quietly dispatched regular troops into Tongking.

Li Hung-chang, governor-general at Tientsin, warned against challen-
ging France before the completion of the Chinese naval and coastal defence
programme. He argued that China should fight only if attacked, but, as
even this could prove disastrous, he favoured a quick settlement through
negotiations. Prince Kung, head of the Tsungli Yamen and still the leading
member of the Grand Council, agreed that China should not prematurely
challenge a first-rate Western power.

The rise of the Ch'ing-i Party

The cautious attitude of Li and Prince Kung was attacked and ridiculed by
a coterie of young officials who were brilliant scholars but who had little
practical experience in or genuine knowledge of foreign and military
affairs. By fervid memorials championing a belligerent course of action,

*' For details of French activities see John F. Cady, The roots of French imperialism in Eastern
Asia, ch. 16.
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they won public acclaim and imperial attention. Calling themselves the
party of the purists (Ch'ing-liu tang), they belittled France as a 'spent
arrow', and condemned appeasement as encouraging greater demands
from the insatiable enemy. War was won, they insisted, more by the human
qualities of courage and virtue than by weapons, and Li Hung-chang was
contemptuously compared to the notorious Sung traitor Ch'in Kuei (AD
1090-1155).46

Just as the Ch'ing-liu Party emphasized China's moral strength, so did
Li stress her material weakness. But Marquis Tseng demonstrated a
balanced grasp of the situation. Based on his understanding of France's
domestic politics and international position, Tseng concluded that France
could not afford a far-flung war. He warned Li against timidity in dealing
with the French because: (i) they despised the weak and respected the
strong. The more determined China was to fight, the greater the likelihood
of peace. Indecision, procrastination and compromise could only lead to
French gains, which would be difficult for China to recover later; (2) the
French aspired after the coal mines in Kwangtung and the gold deposits in
Yunnan; ceding Annam would not satisfy their appetite but would weaken
China's southern defensive frontier; (3) the loss of Tongking would
encourage Britain and Russia to covet Tibet and Korea; (4) the political
instability in France and her isolated position in European politics would
not permit her to wage a foreign war. For these reasons, Tseng warned
against too much caution and urged a strong stance.47

The Ch'ing court vacillated between war and peace. Honour demanded
the defence of a tributary, yet fear argued against fighting a leading
Western power. A report from Robert Hart's agent in London, J. D.
Campbell, led the court to believe that the French troops in Annam would
not precipitate a full-scale war, and th°t the opening of Hanoi and the Red
River to trade and navigation would remove the basic cause of contention.
The court therefore instructed Li Hung-chang to open negotiations with
the French minister. The first agreement, which would have made Annam
a joint protectorate of China and France, was rejected by Paris, which then
dispatched an expedition to Annam. Defeat of the Chinese troops in
Tongking and fear of a French attack on China proper caused the empress
dowager angrily to dismiss Prince Kung and four other members of the
Grand Council and to order Li again to seek a settlement. The subsequent
arrangement between Li and the French naval captain, F. E. Fournier, in
1884 called for Chinese recognition of all French treaties with Annam,

4 6 Lloyd E . Eastman, 'Ch'ing-i and Chinese policy formation during the nineteenth century',
JAS, 14.4 (Aug. 1965) 604-5 .

4 7 Hsiao I-shan, Cb'ing-tai t'tmg-tbib (A general history o f the Ch'ing period), 3. 1070-1 .
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withdrawal of Chinese troops from Tongking, and a French promise of no
demand for indemnity, no invasion of China, and no undignified reference
to China in any future treaties with Annam. The agreement so inflamed the
Ch'ing-liu Party that forty-seven memorials reached the court demanding
Li's impeachment. Thus harassed, Li failed to report to the court the date
stipulated by the Li-Fournier agreement for the withdrawal of Chinese
troops from Annam.48

Having received no orders to withdraw, the Chinese troops in Tongking
rejected French demands that they evacuate, and hostilities were renewed.
Paris accused China of bad faith and sent an ultimatum on 12 July 1884
demanding a large indemnity and the immediate execution of the Li-
Fournier agreement. Fearful of a French attack, the court at Peking trans-
ferred two leaders of the Ch'ing-liu Party to key defence positions: Chang
Chih-tung became governor-general at Canton, and Chang P'ei-lun was
put in charge of the Fukien fleet. On 23 August French ships under
Admiral Courbet launched an attack at Foochow and, within an hour,
sank or damaged eleven Chinese warships and destroyed the Foochow
Navy Yard, built with French aid after 1866. Chang P'ei-lun was among
the first to flee. His report to the court was so distorted with florid language
that Peking thought that China had won a naval battle, but when the truth
was learned, Chang was exiled to the frontier and the court declared war on
France.

The peace settlement

The empress dowager supported war for three months, from August to
November 1884, but in December she vacillated again as a result of her
distress over the indecisive military outcome in Tongking, the French
blockade of Taiwan, and the effort to stop tribute grain shipments
from South China. The expected aid from Britain and Germany did not
materialize; and there was also the threat of renewed Russian activities on
the northern frontier and a Japanese advance in Korea. The desire for
peace was reciprocated in France, where unstable political conditions and
the difficulty of supporting a distant war began to weigh on the govern-
ment. Peace arrangements were made secretly in Paris by Hart's London
agent J. D. Campbell, and a major defeat suffered by French troops at
Langson provided Peking with a face-saving opportunity to pursue peace
and further dampened the war spirit in France. In June 1885, Li Hung-
chang and the French minister in China concluded a formal agreement:
China recognized all the French treaties with Annam, and France evacuated

4 t Lloyd E. Eastman, Throne and mandarins: China't search for a policy during the Sino-Frencb
controversy, ISSO-ISSJ, chs. 4-5.
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ACCELERATION OF IMPERIALISM IOI

her troops from Taiwan and the Pescadores. No indemnity was paid, but
China had expended in excess of ioo million taels and incurred debts of
some 20 million taels.49

The indecision and vacillation of the court had proved disastrous. A
firm war policy might have deterred French aggression and a persistent
policy of peace might have spared the Fukien fleet and the Foochow Navy
Yard. But ineffective leadership resulted in the destruction of both and the
loss of the tributary status of Annam. The Ch'ing-liu Party must be held
largely responsible by their emotional espousal of an unrealistic position.

The loss of Annam signalled the failure of the twenty-year-old self-
strengthening movement. The limited diplomatic, military and techno-
logical modernization had not strengthened the country to a point where it
could resist foreign imperialism. China's weakness prompted the British to
emulate the French and detach Burma by invasion in 188 5. A treaty secured
from China in 1886 reduced Burma to a British protectorate but permitted
her to continue to pay tribute to Peking once every ten years. With the loss
of these tributary states in the south, the fate of the leading tributary in the
north-east, Korea, now hung in a delicate balance.

JAPANESE AGGRESSION IN KOREA

Korea, regarded by the Chinese as a valuable 'outer fence' of North China,
was a leading tributary state during Ming and Ch'ing times. The Yi
dynasty (1392-1910) annually sent three regular tribute missions to the
Ming and four to the Ch'ing, and numerous smaller embassies. From 1637
to 1894, 507 Korean missions visited Peking and 169 Chinese missions
travelled to Korea.'0 Living under the political and cultural shadow of
China, Koreans modelled their institutions and way of life on the Chinese
and described relations with China as 'serving the great' (sadae), as dis-
tinguished from their more equal 'neighbourly relations' (kyoriri) with
Japan. Since 1637 Korea had maintained virtually no foreign intercourse
other than tributary relations with China and occasional exchanges of
delegations with Japan; she was known to Westerners as the Hermit
Kingdom.

The opening of Korea

With the opening of China and Japan, Korea came under increasing
Western pressure for trade, religious propagation and diplomatic relations.

*• Shao Hsun-cheng, Chung-Fa Yueh-nan kuan-bsi shih-mo (A complete account of Sino-French
relations concerning Vietnam [until 1885]).

50 Hae-jong Chun, 'Sino-Korean tributary relations in the Ch'ing period', in CWO, 90-111.
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IO2 FOREIGN RELATIONS, 1866 -1905

But the Korean court had proscribed Christianity as a heterodox faith in
1786 and, apart from caring for the shipwrecked, refused any contact with
the West. This intransigence intensified after the TaewSn'gun (Grand
Prince), father of the minor king Kojong, became regent in 1864. In
February 1866, he renewed the persecution of Christians, which resulted in
a massacre of foreign priests. In October, the French minister in China,
without authorization from Paris, sent a punitive mission to Korea. The
French forces captured Kanghwa at the river entrance below Seoul, but
suffered a defeat outside the city and withdrew. In August of the same year,
an American merchant ship, the General Sherman, arrived at P'yong'yang to
demand trade with threats and gunfire. Behaving like a pirate, the ship was
finally burned and its crew killed after it ran aground during low tide. In
1871 the state department authorized Frederick F. Low, minister in China,
to investigate the case. He was accompanied by five naval ships. Refused
negotiations off Kanghwa Island, the American expedition forced its way
up the Han River leading to Seoul. When Korean shore batteries opened
fire, the Americans retaliated, bombarding Kanghwa in full force. They
then withdrew for lack of authorization to fight. The Koreans concluded
they had won battles with both the French and the Americans.

The Tsungli Yamen, aware of China's inability to defend Korea, began
in 1867 to advise Korea to reach an accommodation with the West. By
1879-80 the Chinese were urging Korea to enter treaty relations with the
West in order to counter the rising influence of Japan.51 Japanese relations
with Korea, handled by the feudal lords of Tsushima during the Tokugawa
period (1603-1867), came under the direct control of Tokyo after the Meiji
Restoration in 1868. Missions dispatched to Korea to announce these
political changes and revise relations were rejected by the Taewon'gun,
who scorned Japanese modernization and viewed the assumption of the
title 'Imperial Highness' by the Japanese emperor as improper.

In response to this insult, Japanese leaders decided to dispatch a punitive
mission in 1875. This move would: (1) provide an outlet for disgruntled
samurai and shift attention from domestic problems; (2) win for Japan a
leading position in Asia by successfully challenging China's supremacy in
Korea; (}) forestall British and Russian advances; and (4) revenge the
failure of Hideyoshi's invasions of Korea in 1592 and 1597. However,
Japanese leaders returning from the West reversed this decision on the
grounds that the country's backward domestic conditions did not allow
for a foreign venture.

Nevertheless, a surveying team, accompanied by gunboats, was dis-

" For a study of changing Chinese attitudes, see Mary C Wright, 'The adaptability of Ch'ing
diplomacy: the case of China's involvement in Korea', JAS, 17.3 (May 1958) 363-81.
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JAPANESE AGGRESSION IN KOREA 103

patched in 1875. When attacked at Kanghwa Bay, the Japanese returned
fire and destroyed the Korean forts. Following this victory, Tokyo sent six
more ships to Korea and an emissary to PekingS2 to determine the Chinese
response. The Tsungli Yamen, then involved in the Margary affair, timidly
responded that Korea was tributary to China but had always been allowed
complete freedom in her domestic and foreign affairs. Thus encouraged,
Japan pressed for the opening of Korea, and the Ch'ing court, anxious to
avoid a clash, instructed Korea to enter into negotiations. On 24 February
1876, the Japanese-Korean Treaty of Kanghwa was signed, stipulating: (1)
recognition of Korea as an independent state on an equal footing with
Japan; (2) exchange of envoys 5(3) opening of three ports; and (4) Japanese
consular jurisdiction in these ports. By not protesting Korean independ-
ence, China defaulted her claim to suzerainty.

Japan's action in Korea, followed by her annexation of the Liu-ch'iu
(Ryukyu) Islands in 1879, led to the Chinese decision that Korea should
be opened to the West to check Japanese influence. Peking put Li Hung-
chang in charge of Korean affairs to begin the opening of Korea to
Western commerce and diplomacy. In 1882 he sent Ma Chien-chung and
Admiral Ting Ju-ch'ang to Korea to introduce Commodore R. W.
Shufeldt of the United States for treaty negotiations. On 22 May 1882, an
American-Korean treaty was signed; the two countries agreed to exchange
diplomats, to establish consuls at trading ports, and to treat each other as
equals. The United States recognized Korean independence, but Korea
issued a separate statement declaring her position as a dependency of
China.53 In subsequent years Korea signed agreements with Britain,
France and Germany and, albeit tardily, began some modernization after
the Chinese fashion.

Domestic insurrections and international politics™

After King Kojong began his personal rule in 1873, his queen of the
influential Min family (and so called 'Queen Min') gained increasing power,
which she exercised to support reform and to employ Japanese officers to
train the Korean army. The Taewon'gun, determined to curtail her
influence, capitalized on the discontent of dismissed soldiers and, in 1882,
incited them to attack the palace and the Japanese legation. Queen Min
narrowly escaped, while the legation was burned, seven Japanese officers
51 Mori Arinori.
" Had this statement been included in the treaty, the US Senate would have refused ratification.
34 For China's involvement in Korea during this period, see Wang Hsin-chung, Cbung-]ib

ebia-wu cban-tbtng cbib aai-cbiao pei-ching (The diplomatic background of the Sino-Japanese
War).
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104 FOREIGN RELATIONS, 1866-1905

were killed and the minister fled home; the Taew6n'gun returned to power.
Admiral Ting and Ma Chien-chung, arriving to investigate the situation,
quickly took steps to prevent Japanese punitive action by arresting the
Taewon'gun and sending him to China for detention. Acting on Ma's
advice, the Korean king reached a settlement with Japan, agreeing to pay
an indemnity of $US 5 50,000, to send an apology mission, and to allow
Japan to station troops and construct barracks at the legation. The estab-
lishment of Japan's right to send troops to Korea marked a significant
victory for Japanese diplomacy.

After the insurrection of 1882, Li Hung-chang initiated positive efforts
to strengthen China's position in Korea. China and Korea signed a com-
mercial treaty, giving China extraterritoriality, and the Chinese granted
loans and gifts of foreign-style guns to the Korean government. Li
appointed a Chinese commercial agent to supervise Korean trade and
assigned Yuan Shih-k'ai to train the Korean army. Paul George von
Mollendorf, formerly in the Chinese customs service and then German
consul at Tientsin, became customs commissioner and foreign affairs
adviser in Korea. Six Chinese battalions were stationed in Korea to main-
tain order and guard against Japanese aggression.

Following 1882 the struggle mounted between pro-Chinese and pro-
Japanese Koreans. The government was dominated by Yuan Shih-k'ai and
the pro-Chinese groups, but the Japanese minister Takezoe Shin'ichiro
sought to promote friendship and guide the pro-Japanese group led by
Kim Ok-kyun. In 1884, when China, at war with France, withdrew three
battalions from Korea, the pro-Japanese group attempted a coup on 4
December. Their troops broke into the palace, captured the king, and
killed pro-Chinese officials. Yuan Shih-k'ai's forces soon overwhelmed the
rebels and rescued the king, but Kim, the chief instigator, escaped to Japan.

Tokyo immediately dispatched an expedition and a high emissary
(Inoue Kaoru) to Korea, demanding an indemnity, an apology and funds
to reconstruct the legation. Another envoy, Ito Hirobumi, was sent to
confer with Li Hung-chang who, preoccupied with the French war, com-
promised readily and agreed to a Sino-Japanese Tientsin Convention on 18
April 1885, which stipulated: (1) China and Japan would withdraw their
troops from Korea within four months; (2) neither would train Korean
troops, but would urge Korea to engage instructors of a third nationality;
and (3) each would notify the other before dispatching troops to Korea,
and upon the restoration of order would withdraw the troops at once. This
agreement virtually reduced Korea to a co-protectorate of China and
Japan, eliminated China's claim to exclusive suzerainty, and confirmed
Japan's right to send troops to Korea.
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JAPANESE AGGRESSION IN KOREA IOJ

Meanwhile, international rivalry intensified as Russia took Port Lazareff
on the north-eastern coast of Korea and Britain seized Port Hamilton, an
island in the south. Japan, recognizing the Western threat to her interests
in Korea, adopted the policy of encouraging China to strengthen her con-
trol, thus curtailing other influences and ensuring that Japan would have
only China to deal with in future Korean affairs. Unaware of this scheme,
Li Hung-chang proceeded to strengthen China's grip by appointing Yuan
Shih-k'ai Chinese Resident in Korea to direct all commercial and diplomatic
affairs and supervise the domestic administration. Yuan quickly dominated
the court, the customs, the trade and the telegraphic service, and became
the most powerful man in Korea from 1885 to 1893. This period of Chinese
supremacy in Korea coincided with rapid economic and military growth in
Japan, and by 1894 Japan had modernized sufficiently to challenge China.

The already tense situation was exacerbated by the assassination in
Shanghai of the pro-Japanese Korean leader, Kim Ok-kyun, in March 1894
by another Korean; his corpse was transported to Korea for mutilation as a
warning to traitors. The Japanese considered the incident a direct affront,
and though the foreign minister Mutsu Munemitsu argued that the killing
of one Korean by another in China did not legally concern Japan, feelings
ran high and secret societies such as the Genyosha agitated for war. These
groups encouraged the Tonghak Insurrection as an excuse for sending
troops to Korea.

The Tonghak Insurrection, 1894

The Tonghak movement, originally religious in nature, became political
as a result of official persecution. Its founder, Ch'oe Che-u (1824-64), a
frustrated scholar distressed by official oppression and the progress of
Christianity, established a cult of 'Eastern Learning' (Tonghak) which
purported to be a mixture of the quintessence of Buddhism, Confucianism
and Taoism. The Korean government banned it as heterodox and in 1864
Ch'oe was arrested, tried and decapitated. Forced to go underground, the
sect gradually attracted men with political ambitions. In 1892, the Tong-
haks petitioned for the lifting of the ban, but this was refused and their
organization was ordered to be dissolved.

Shortly afterwards, the Tonghaks, aided by Japanese of the Genyosha
society, capitalized on a mass protest against official corruption to stage a
rebellion. When the court requested Chinese aid, the Japanese minister
encouraged Yuan to take positive action and implied that Japan had no
intention of intervening. Li Hung-chang was lured into believing that
Japan would not wage war, whereas Tokyo was fully prepared to act, and
no sooner had the Chinese helped to crush the Tonghaks than 8,000
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IO6 FOREIGN RELATIONS, 1866-1905

Japanese troops appeared. The Japanese demanded reform of the Korean
internal administration, but, under instruction from Li, the Korean govern-
ment responded that reform would be carried out after the withdrawal of
Japanese troops.

The outbreak of war

Determined to find a diplomatic solution, Li hoped to win Western
sympathies and force Japan into a peace settlement. When Russia failed to
honour an understanding to intervene on China's behalf, Li turned to
Britain for mediation. London had not anticipated this rapid turn of events
and was caught without a suitable policy. Lord Rosebery, who took over
the government after Gladstone in March, 'did not want an active situation
in the Far East'.55 What finally emerged was a mild innocuous proposal
which called for a simultaneous withdrawal of Chinese and Japanese troops
and the creation of a neutral zone around the Korean capital. The Japanese
rejected the proposal as they also ignored an American plea for peace. Li's
diplomatic efforts delayed China's military preparations; only when all
hope of a settlement had faded did he authorize the dispatch of reinforce-
ments to Korea. The Japanese learned of the convoy of reinforcements and
on 25 July 1894 sank the British chartered steamer Kowshing, drowning 950
Chinese soldiers.56 On 1 August China and Japan both declared war.

The war was, in effect, a contest between the two after a generation of
modernization. On land, the Japanese defeated Li's Anhwei Army at
P'ySng'yang, set up a puppet government under the Taewon'gun, and
declared Korea independent. At sea, although China boasted the larger
fleet, not all of her ships were mobilized. Only Li's Peiyang fleet fought the
Japanese; the Nanyang fleet and the two other provincial squadrons at
Canton and Foochow remained 'neutral' for self-preservation. Further-
more, the Chinese ships, larger in tonnage than the Japanese, were older
and slower and no match for the new and fast Japanese fleet. The two
navies met on 17 September 1894 off the Yalu River in the Yellow Sea.
Confusion plagued the Chinese forces from the first as the captain of the
flagship countermanded the orders of his superior, Admiral Ting, regard-
ing the fighting formation. When the first salvo from the flagship caused
the bridge to collapse, wounding Admiral Ting and his British adviser, the
flotilla was leaderless. A German adviser who was an army officer, assumed
command but was ineffectual. After five hours of exchange, the Chinese

» Young, British policy, 16.
56 The Koatbing was a British steamer chartered by the Chinese. Its sinking aroused some

feeling in Britain but it was soon mollified by Japanese promise of reparation for the ship
and assurance of the safety of British interests in China'. Sec Young, British policy, 16.
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JAPANESE AGGRESSION IN KOREA IO7

had lost four ships and suffered casualties in excess of a thousand men. The
Japanese lost but one ship.

The surviving Chinese ships retreated to Port Arthur and then to the
naval base at Weihaiwei. In November the Japanese occupied Dairen
(Ta-lien) and Port Arthur from the landward side, rendering the cannon in
the forts ineffectual. In February 1895, the defeat was completed when the
Japanese took Weihaiwei from the rear and turned the guns in the forts on
the Chinese ships in the harbour. Admiral Ting committed suicide and his
subordinates surrendered (see chapter 4).

This humiliating defeat after thirty years of self-strengthening exposed
Li to severe criticism. His defence, that victory was impossible when only
the Peiyang fleet and the Anhwei (Huai) Army opposed the might of the
entire Japanese nation, was unable to save him from dismissal and disgrace.

The peace settlement

In November 1894, Prince Kung, reappointed head of the Tsungli Yamen,
initiated a peace move by requesting the American minister to mediate,
indicating that China was willing to pay an indemnity and recognize the
independence of Korea. The Japanese, who by now had taken Port Arthur
and Dairen and were threatening Manchuria and Liaotung, considered
these concessions insufficient but intimated their willingness to negotiate.
The Ch'ing court sent Chang Yin-huan, a minister of the Tsungli Yamen
and vice-president of the Board of Revenue, to Hiroshima in February
1895 for a meeting with Ito and Mutsu but the Japanese refused to accept
him, insisting that his powers were insufficient to negotiate a settlement.
After the defeat of the Peiyang fleet, the court, desperate for peace,
appointed Li Hung-chang as envoy first class to Japan.

The Japanese proposal for the peace settlement was a synthesis of the
demands of various elements in the country. The army insisted on cession
of the Liaotung peninsula; the navy demanded Taiwan (Formosa) as a base
for operations in South Asia. The Progressive Party suggested Japanese
control of Shantung, Kiangsu, Fukien and Kwangtung and the Liberals
urged cession of Manchuria. The treasury proposed a large indemnity. The
formula that ultimately emerged emphasized the independence of Korea,
an indemnity, the cession of territory, and commercial and navigational
privileges.

At the negotiations at Shimonoseki, Li stressed that China and Japan
should recognize their common cultural and racial backgrounds, as well as
their similar interests as Asians in an age of Western imperialism, and not
exploit each other. Li attempted to use his age - seventy-three sui - to gain
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a psychological advantage over his younger opponents but to no avail.57

At this critical point, Li was shot by a Japanese fanatic. Though the wound
was not fatal, the incident proved very embarrassing to the Japanese
government, which feared that it might provoke the Western powers to
intervene on China's behalf. The Japanese emperor sent his personal doctor
to treat Li and the government voluntarily declared an armistice and
reduced the indemnity sought from 300 to 200 million taels. The foreign
minister, Mutsu, noted that 'the misfortune of Li is also the fortune of the
Great Ch'ing Empire. From now on peace terms will be more easily
arranged, and the Sino-Japanese war will be terminated.'58 On 17 April
1895, the Treaty of Shimonoseki was signed. It provided for: (1) recogni-
tion of Korean independence and termination of tribute to China; (2) an
indemnity of 200 million taels; (3) cession of Taiwan, the Pescadores and
the Liaotung peninsula; (4) the opening of Chungking, Soochow, Hang-
chow and Shaci to trade; and (5) the right of Japanese nationals to open
factories and engage in industries and manufacturing in China.

Chinese reaction was severely critical. Li was accused of selling out the
country. Chang Chih-tung, governor-general at Nanking, opposed ratifica-
tion of the treaty and, on several occasions, provincial graduates who were
gathered in Peking for the metropolitan examinations petitioned the court
to reject the treaty and continue the fighting (see chapter 5).5» But despite
this opposition, the court exchanged ratifications on 8 May 1895.

Chinese leaders on Taiwan offered strong resistance to the cession of
their island which, made a province after the French war, had made con-
siderable progress in modernization under its first governor (see chapter
4).60 Declaring their independence on 2 5 May they proclaimed Taiwan a
republic and offered the presidency to the incumbent governor. Pressure
from the Ch'ing representative, Li Ching-fang, son of Li Hung-chang, and
the efforts of Japanese troops finally overcame the local movement in
October 1895 and Taiwan was transferred to Japanese control.

In any reappraisal of the war, China's defeat appears inevitable. In the first
place, the war pitted Japan, which had become a modern state in which
nationalism bound the government and people together in a common
purpose, against China, where government and people by and large formed
separate entities. The Japanese war effort mobilized the consolidated might

" Li's tactics are revealed in the minutes of his conversations at the peace talks at Shimonoseki:
'Ma-kuan i-ho Chung-Jih t'an-hua lu', in Cheng Yen-sheng, Chtmg-kuo nti-luan n/ai-buo li-tbib
ts'un-shu (A historical series on China's internal disorder and external trouble), vol. 5.

58 Li Shou-k'ung, Chung-kuo chin-tai shih (China's modern history), 464-5.
s» The petition on 30 April 189$ contained 1,200 to 1,300 signatures.
40 Liu Ming-ch'uan.
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JAPANESE AGGRESSION IN KOREA 109

of the entire nation while the Chinese people were hardly affected by the
conflict and the government relied almost entirely upon the Peiyang fleet
and Anhwei Army of Li Hung-chang. Secondly, China had no clear de-
marcation of authority, no unity of command, and no nationwide mobiliza-
tion. Conflicting advice from the Tsungli Yamen, provincial authorities,
and irresponsible Ch'ing-liu officials rendered the court indecisive. Li, in
charge of diplomatic and military affairs in Korea, had no authority to
decide policy matters or to control ships and troops outside his area (see
chapter 4).

Thirdly, corruption at court and in the Peiyang command doomed the
Chinese effort from the start. The dowager's use of many million taels from
naval funds to construct the Summer Palace (I-ho yuan), her trust in the
eunuchs, and the general degeneration of public morality contributed to
the defeat. Irregularities were rampant in the Peiyang command where Li
chose his subordinates for their personal loyalty and willingness to work
rather than for their uprightness. Many officers curried favour with the
chief eunuch, Li Lien-ying, and embezzled public funds to make presents
to him, who then protected their irregularities. For all its outward show
the Peiyang fleet was weak. Knowing its weakness, Li had wanted to
exhaust diplomatic means before deciding to fight.

Fourthly, Li's diplomacy was limited by his lack of understanding of
international politics, his overconfidence in his personal powers of per-
suasion, and his reliance on the antiquated policy of playing off the bar-
barians against one another. When Russia failed to intervene on China's
behalf, Li turned to Britain and the United States, but neither could
effectively check Japan.

THE THREATENED PARTITION OF CHINA'

The triple intervention

On 23 April 1895, Russia, France and Germany sent a joint note to Tokyo
warning that Japanese possession of the Liaotung peninsula would
menace Peking, render illusory the independence of Korea, and threaten
the general peace in East Asia. Russia, fearful of the Japanese presence on
the Asiatic mainland, and herself interested in the ice-free ports of Dairen
and Port Arthur, had instigated the intervention. Count Witte, minister of
finance, stated that 'it was imperative not to allow Japan to penetrate into
the very heart of China and secure a footing in the Liaotung peninsula'.61

61 Sergei Iul'evich Wittc, The memoirs of Count Witte, trans, and ed. by Abraham Yarmolinsky,
8
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IIO FOREIGN RELATIONS, 1866-I905

Russia therefore decided to seek preservation of the status quo ante bellum in
Liaotung and to take whatever action might be necessary, including bom-
bardment of Japanese ports, to secure Japanese acquiescence. Russia was
joined by France, her partner in the Dual Alliance, and Germany, who was
anxious that Russia remain occupied in the East so as to reduce her pressure
on Europe. To give teeth to the admonition, Russia recalled her warships
from Chinese and Japanese harbours, declared Vladivostok a war zone and
gathered troops there. Britain followed a policy of noninvolvement,
primarily because Liaotung was not an area of direct British concern and
the prime minister, Rosebery, feared the use of force against Japan.62

Before the conclusion of the peace treaty, ltd and Mutsu had recognized
the possibility of a European intervention and urged that Japan refrain
from territorial acquisitions on the mainland. But the military had insisted
on the cession of land as essential to the victory. Now faced with the triple
intervention, Japan had three alternatives: (1) to reject the warning at the
risk of war; (2) to call an international conference on the Liaotung question;
or (3) to accept the position of the three powers. On 24 April 1895, the
imperial conference favoured the second course of action, but the foreign
minister, Mutsu, demurred for fear that the Western powers would use the
conference as an occasion to alter the other peace terms. The Japanese
government finally decided to return Liaotung to China for 50 million
taels. The powers reduced the sum to 30 million taels, and on 4 November
189 5, Li Hung-chang and Hayashi Tadasu, the Japanese minister in China,
signed a formal agreement retroceding Liaotung.

The Russians won the gratitude of the Chinese by their intervention, and
by their offer of loans to pay to the Japanese an indemnity amounting to
100 million taels in the first year of payment. With an annual revenue of 89
million taels, the Ch'ing court was hardly in a position to pay such an
indemnity. In 1895 Peking borrowed 400 million francs from a Franco-
Russian banking consortium at 4 per cent interest. Later in 1896 and 1898,
China twice borrowed £16 million at 5 per cent and 4.5 per cent respec-
tively from a British-German consortium.

The Sino-Kussian Secret Alliance

Impressed by Russian offers of friendship, leading Chinese officials advo-
cated an alliance with Russia as a safeguard against future Japanese and
Western aggression. Li Hung-chang, who had shown pro-Russian leanings
in the debate of 1874 and the Hi crisis of 1878-81, was disappointed at
Britain's failure to help China during the war. It prompted him to seek a

61 Young, British policy, 17-18.
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THREATENED 'PARTITION OF CHINA* I I I

Russian alliance as the cardinal principle of future Chinese diplomacy.
Eventually, the empress dowager, too, sanctioned the alliance.

On Russia's part, Count Witte welcomed the alliance in the hope of
winning a concession to extend the Trans-Siberian Railway across Man-
churia to Vladivostok. The Manchurian route would save 350 miles, much
time and money, and would further Witte's policy of peaceful penetration
of China. Witte met with opposition from the Asiatic department of the
foreign office, and from the governor of Amur province who felt the pro-
ject would arouse opposition from other powers and possibly precipitate a
partition of China. But Witte won the tsar's support and Cassini, Russian
minister to China, was instructed to explain to Li Hung-chang that such a
railway would facilitate Russian troop movement for the defence of China.
Though some discussion took place, no formal agreement was reached,
despite the report in the British North China Daily News of a 'Cassini
Convention'.

Negotiations for the railway concession and a Sino-Russian alliance
finally materialized at the coronation of Nicholas II in 1896. When a middle-
ranking official was authorized to attend the coronation, Cassini quietly
protested that someone of Li Hung-chang's rank might be more appro-
priate to the occasion. The tsar himself is said to have telegraphed the
empress dowager that Li's appointment would be more agreeable to him.
So Li, at seventy-four sui and who had been in disgrace, was appointed
imperial commissioner first class and set out on his first trip to the West to
attend the coronation of the tsar and to visit the rulers of Britain, France,
Germany and the United States. Witte related in his Memoirs, ' I . . . desired
to prevent him [Li] from visiting any other European country before his
arrival in Russia, for it was clear to me that while in Europe Li Hung-
chang was bound to become the object of various intrigues on the part of
the European statesmen.'6* Therefore the tsar dispatched his confidant,
Prince Ukhtomski, to 'intercept' Li at Suez and escort him to Odessa.

At St Petersburg, Witte impressed upon Li that to render to China
armed assistance in an emergency, Russia needed the shortest possible
railway route from her European section to Vladivostok. Such a route,
through northern Mongolia and Manchuria, would increase the produc-
tivity of the land it traversed and would not arouse Japanese opposition
because it would link Japan with Europe. Li secretly welcomed the project
and reported to Peking that it would benefit China and Russia alike by
blocking future British and Japanese advances. Witte and Li agreed on
three principles:

(1) China would grant to Russia permission to construct a railway from
«J Witte, Memoirs, 87.
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112 FOREIGN RELATIONS, 1866-I9OJ

Chita to Vladivostok, which would be operated by a private firm - the
Chinese Eastern Railway Corporation.

(2) China would cede a strip of land sufficient for the building and
operation of the railway, within which the corporation would have com-
plete authority, including the right to maintain police. The railway might
be redeemed by China after thirty-six years at 700 million roubles, but
would pass free to her after eighty years.

(3) China and Russia agreed to defend each other against any Japanese
attack on China, Korea or Russian possessions in East Asia.

It was rumoured that Li accepted a Russian bribe of HJS1.5 million and
at least a first payment to him seems to have been made. Witte denied it,
but even if a fact, the bribery was not decisive in Li's thinking for he had
come to Russia for the explicit purpose of concluding an alliance. Li, com-
mitted to the policy of playing off the barbarians - using Russia against
Japan in this case - proudly announced that the treaty would give China
peace for twenty years. But the peace lasted less than two years.

The scramble for concessions

After the triple intervention, Germany sought a naval base in China as her
reward, citing the fact that all other major powers had bases in East Asia:
Britain in Hong Kong, France in Tongking, and Russia in Vladivostok.
The Chinese refused. But in 1897, the kaiser visited Russia and obtained a
somewhat vague consent from the tsar to the German occupation of
Kiaochow in Shantung. The Germans then capitalized on the murder of
two German missionaries in Shantung (in November 1897) to seize
Kiaochow and compel the Chinese to sign a ninety-nine-year lease and a
concession for two railways in Shantung. Encouraged by this, the Russian
foreign minister Muraviev won the tsar's support (over the protest of
Witte) for a plan to occupy Port Arthur or Dairen. In December 1897, the
Russians seized the two ports on the pretext of protecting China from the
Germans, and in the following March compelled China to grant them the
right to lease Port Arthur and Dairen for twenty-five years and to construct
a South Manchurian Railway from the Chinese Eastern Railway to the ports
and then west to Ying-k'ou (Newchwang) and east to the Yalu River.
Witte later admitted having bribed the Chinese negotiators, Li Hung-
chang and Chang Yin-huan, for their collusion. The Russians now held the
Liaotung peninsula which China had reacquired from Japan three years
earlier at the cost of 30 million taelsl

The scramble for concessions now began in earnest. The British secured
the lease of Weihaiwei for twenty-five years and the Hong Kong New
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Territories for ninety-nine years,64 and a promise that China would not
transfer the Yangt2e valley to any other power, thus making it a British
sphere of interest.6* Japan obtained a similar nonalienation commitment
for Fukien province. The French leased Kwangchow Bay for ninety-nine
years and established a sphere of influence in Kwangtung-Kwangsi-
Yunnan. Only Italy, whose demand was rejected, failed to obtain a con-
cession, while the United States was too preoccupied with the Spanish War
and the Philippine Revolution to take any action. The threatened partition
of China precipitated the reform movement of 1898 domestically (which is
a large subject in itself; see chapter 5) and it also led to the declaration of
the Open Door policy by the United States.

The Open Door policy

Although Britain claimed a sphere of special interest in China, she sought
to promote the policy of an open door for trade wherever other powers
had special influence. As a party to the scramble for concessions, Britain
could hardly promote the idea alone and turned to the United States, the
only major power with a 'clean' record, for support. In 1898 and again in
1899 the British minister in Washington approached the state department
to suggest a joint sponsorship of a movement for equal commercial
opportunity in China. The Americans, however, showed little interest until
after the end of the Spanish War and the annexation of the Philippines.
Then, A. E. Hippisley, a British commissioner of Chinese maritime
customs, convinced his American friend, W. W. Rockhill, of the soundness
of the proposal. Rockhill, a former minister in China, was adviser on Far
Eastern affairs to the secretary of state, John Hay. The latter delivered to
Britain, Germany, Russia, France, Italy and Japan in September 1899, a
note prepared by Rockhill presenting the idea of equal commercial oppor-
tunity in China. It contained three main points, all of which added up to
the preservation of the treaty system:

(1) Within its sphere of interest or leasehold, a power would not inter-
fere with any treaty port or with the vested interest of any other power.

(2) Within its sphere of influence, no power would discriminate against
nationals of other countries in matters of harbour dues or railway rates.

(3) Within each sphere of influence, the Chinese treaty tariff should
apply and the Chinese government be allowed to collect customs duties.

No power committed itself to the note, each making its acceptance con-
*4 Young, British policy, 70-1. Five long cabinet meetings were held before the decision was

made.
65 Ibid. 91. The British readily admitted to having a sphere of interest in China but not a

sphere of influence.
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THREATENED 'PARTITION OF CHINA* II5

tingent upon that of the others, but Hay nevertheless announced on 20
March 1900, that their assent was 'final and definitive'. Only Japan chal-
lenged this statement. On 3 July 1900, during the Boxer Uprising when the
Open Door principle appeared threatened, the United States issued a second
note, expanding the provisions to include the preservation of Chinese
territorial and administrative integrity. A mere statement of intention, it
did not solicit a response from the other powers.

The Open Door was a declaration of principles, not a formal policy of
the United States government, which had neither the will nor the power to
enforce it. However, the partition of China did subside after the declara-
tion, not in response to the American call, but because the imperialists
feared rivalry and conflict among themselves. The resultant equilibrium
saved the Ch'ing empire from immediate collapse.

THE BOXER UPRISING

At the end of the Hundred Days reform (see chapter 5) the coup d'etat of
September 1898 restored the reactionary Manchus to power at the expense
of both radical and moderate Chinese. Jung-lu and other conservatives
such as Yii-lu and Ch'i-hsiu entered the Grand Council, and the grand
secretary Kang-i gained increasing favour with the empress dowager.
These men advocated a policy of hard resistance and, under their influence,
the empress dowager resolved to grant no more concessions to foreign
powers. When the Italians demanded cession of Sanmen Bay, Fukien, in
February 1899, she ordered that the demand be resisted and saw the new
policy vindicated when the Italians backed down in October. On 21
November 1899, she instructed the provincial authorities to entertain no
more illusions of peace: 'It behooves our governors and governors-general
throughout the country to unite forces and act in unison. . . With a
country such as ours . . . what indeed is there to fear from any strong
invader ? Let us not think of making peace, nor rely solely upon diplo-
matic manoeuvres.'66

The flight of the court to Jehol in i860 in the face of an Anglo-French
invasion, defeat at the hands of the French and then the Japanese, and the
foreign scramble for concessions in 1897-8 gave the dowager ample reasons
for her resentment of foreigners. Foreign sympathy for the reform effort of
1898, foreign meddling which facilitated the escape of the reformers
K'ang Yu-wei and Liang Ch'i-ch'ao, and the activities of these fugitives in
Japan to continue the cause of reform compounded her antipathy. Now
the foreign ministers in Peking openly disapproved of her plan to depose

" Chester C. T'an, The Boxer catastrophe, 3 2, with minor changes.
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the Kuang-hsii Emperor and name the son of Prince Tuan as heir apparent.
Humiliated and frustrated by their inability to resist this foreign inter-
ference with their plans, the empress dowager and Prince Tuan transferred
their support to a major anti-foreign uprising, the Boxer movement.

Background of the Boxer movement

Anti-foreign sentiment permeated not only the court but also the scholars,
the officials, the gentry and the people at large. Half a century of foreign
humiliation had deeply wounded their pride and self-respect. The presence
of haughty foreign ministers and consuls, and aggressive missionaries and
traders, reminded them constantly of China's misfortune. A growing sense
of injustice combined with larger social, economic, political and religious
factors brought about a vast anti-foreign movement.

The Treaties in Tientsin in 1858 and the Conventions of Peking in i860
had allowed foreign missionaries to propagate Christianity freely in the
Chinese interior. But they had great difficulty in winning converts among
the Chinese, who resented the invasion of Christianity under the protection
of gunboats. Some missionaries adopted the practice of offering monetary
subsidies or other amenities to their converts, and interceding with the
magistrates on behalf of their converts in legal disputes. The Tsungli
Yamen summed up the protective power of the missionaries in a report to
the court: 'During the several decades since we have handled church cases,
never once have we come across an instance in which the missionaries
reprimanded or punished the converts.'

The gentry were particularly anti-foreign and regarded Christianity as a
socially disruptive, heterodox sect. As self-appointed guardians of Con-
fucian propriety, they resented the inroads of any foreign religion or
philosophy and were particularly offended by the Christian converts'
failure to perform traditional rituals and participate in local festivals. The
gentry were not infrequently secret instigators of anti-mission riots. Folk-
lore and rumour portraying the atrocities perpetrated by foreigners behind
high church and convent walls inflamed Chinese antipathy, and Christianity
became a basic cause of anti-foreignism (see volume 10, chapter 11).

The scramble for concessions in 1897-8 precipitated a sense of imminent
national extinction on the part of patriotic Chinese. K'ang Yu-wei warned
of the danger of becoming a second Burma, Annam, India or Poland, and
the progressives proposed national salvation through radical institutional
reforms. The reactionary and the ignorant, however, advocated the exter-
mination of the foreigners. An estimated one thousand incidents occurring
in Shantung after the German occupation of Kiaochow and countless
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BOXER UPRISING 117

incidents erupting in other parts of the country, all testify to the tremendous
public anger over foreign encroachment.

The influx of foreign imports and the fixed customs tariff seem to have
depressed the Chinese economy. The difficulty of life had increased during
the mid-century rebellions as famine drove many to banditry. Many of the
destitute who had at first blamed their misfortunes on the Taipings ulti-
mately shifted their hatred to foreigners for having inspired the rebels with
Christian ideology. In the post-Taiping era foreign products appeared
increasingly in Chinese urban markets, and during the self-strengthening
period (1861—94) foreign-style enterprises and industries as well as foreign
capital were introduced.

Foreign railways also threatened the traditional transport systems. The
Grand Canal and the Hankow-Peking land route could not compete with
the railways now being built, and thousands dependent upon these trans-
portation systems for their livelihood feared unemployment. By the end of
the nineteenth century, China seemed beset by village poverty, rising un-
employment and general hardship in popular livelihood. Many Chinese
attributed all this to foreign influence and economic domination and, not
surprisingly, deep hostility developed towards foreigners.

Economic hardships were compounded by natural disasters in 1898
when the Yellow River burst its banks inundating hundreds of villages in
Shantung, and similar floods occurred in Szechwan, Kiangsi, Kiangsu and
Anhwei. These disastrous floods were followed by a severe drought in
North China in 1900. Victims of the natural calamities, and superstitious
scholars and officials blamed the foreigners, who, they insisted, had offended
the spirits by propagating a heterodox religion. Foreigners were accused of
damaging the 'dragon's vein' (lung-mat) in the land by constructing rail-
ways, letting out the 'precious breath' (pao-cb'i) of the mountains by
opening mines, and generally interfering with the natural (though
mysterious) functioning of the topography, thus adversely affecting the
harmony between men and nature. In this atmosphere of superstition,
extreme economic hardship, and public resentment of the foreign presence,
a major anti-foreign movement erupted in 1900.

The origin of the Boxers

'Boxers' was the English name for a Chinese secret society called the I-ho
ch'iian, or the 'Righteous and Harmonious Fists' after the old-style
calisthenics practised by its members. The I-ho ch'iian was an offshoot of
the Eight-trigram sect (Pa-kua chiao), which was associated with the White
Lotus sect, an anti-Ch'ing secret cult which had fomented the rebellion
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of 1796-1804. The I-ho ch'tian first received official notice in an edict of
1808 and, despite official prohibition, continued to carry on its activities in
Shantung, Honan, Kiangsu, Anhwei and Chihli provinces. In the 1890s
this traditionally anti-dynastic organization also took on an anti-foreign
cast, vowing to kill foreigners and their Chinese collaborators.

The Boxers consisted of several uncoordinated groups, such as the
Ch'ien Fists, the K'an Fists and the K'un Fists, each under its own leaders.
The groups were usually organized into units of twenty-five, each under a
leader with complete authority. The method of instruction differed with
each group, but on the whole it was short and simple, completed within a
day. The Boxers called their head 'Old Teacher' and lesser leaders 'First'
and 'Second Elder Brothers'. Foreigners were 'Primary Hairy Men' (ta
mao-t^ti), Chinese Christians and those engaged in 'foreign matters' were
'Secondary Hairy Men' (erh mao-t^u), and those who used foreign goods
were 'Tertiary Hairy Men' {san mao-t^ti). All 'Hairy Men' were to be
exterminated.67

The Boxer pantheon included both legendary and historical figures.
Central to the Boxer programme, and of primary appeal to the super-
stitious populace, was the practice of magic arts. Through charms, incanta-
tions and rituals they invoked supernatural powers which they claimed
granted them immunity to bullets, the power to fly, and the aid of divine
generals and soldiers in battle. Being anti-foreign they shunned the use of
guns and preferred old-style swords and lances.

Though some leading Boxers became pro-dynastic in the autumn of
1899, not all the groups shared this spirit with equal conviction. One band
continued to hold to the 'anti-Ch'ing, revive-Ming' objective while other
groups, being largely bandits, held no views on the matter. When the
Boxers were summoned by the court to Peking in the summer of 1900, the
pro-Ming band attacked the foreign legations but also secretly gathered
forces in a futile attempt to overthrow the Manchu court.68 The various
Boxer groups were united, however, in their determination to destroy the
foreigners and their Chinese collaborators.

Court patronage of the Boxers

In the 1890s a group of Boxers known as the Big Sword Society (Ta-tao
hui) became particularly active in Shantung where it was secretly encour-
aged by Governor Li Ping-heng. Li held the Christians responsible for the
" This account of the Boxers is based on Lao Nai-hsuan, I-bo cb'iian cbiao-men yuan-liu k'ao.

(Inquiry into the origins of the Boxer sect; I cbuan, 1899), in Chien Po-tsan et a/, eds. I-bo t'uan
(The Boxers), 4.433-9. Cf. Immanuel C. Y. Hsu, The rite of modern China, 465-7.

68 Li Shou-k'ung, Chung-kuo cbin-tai sbib, 589. Victor Purcell, The Boxer uprising, chs. 9 and 10.
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BOXER UPRISING II9

riots that were being stirred up by the Boxers. He maintained that the
Christians, 'with the support and protection of the missionaries, bullied
and oppressed the common people'. He recommended that the Boxers be
pacified rather than suppressed. When two German missionaries were
killed in 1897, providing the excuse for the German occupation of
Kiaochow, I i was dismissed under foreign pressure. Yii-hsien was then
appointed in March 1899 as governor and he, too, patronized the Boxers
and the Big Sword Society, ordering his subordinates to ignore the peti-
tions and complaints of the missionaries and their converts. Under his
aegis, the Boxers raised the banner of 'support for the Ch'ing and exter-
mination of the foreigners' (Ju-Ch'ing mieh-jang). The governor subsidized
the Boxers, invited them to train his own soldiers and renamed them the
I-ho t'uan as a form of officially sanctioned militia (/''nan-lien). Emboldened
by official support, the Boxers increased their attacks on missionaries and
converts while Yii-hsien continued to report to the court that 'there is
absolutely no such thing as maltreatment of the Christians'. The court
accepted this position and its pronouncements assumed a more anti-
foreign tone.6'

When in December 1899 foreign pressure forced the court to remove
Yii-hsien, he came to Peking where he convinced Prince Tuan, Prince
Chuang and Grand Secretary Kang-i of the wisdom of supporting the
Boxer forces. These reactionaries recommended the idea to the empress
dowager, who in her frustration readily embraced it. Yii-hsien was named
governor of Shansi and his successor in Shantung, Yuan Shih-k'ai, was
admonished to refrain from punishing the Boxers. But Yuan refused to
comply and succeeded in suppressing the Boxer movement in Shantung.

The court continued to favour the Boxers and on 12 January 1900,
decreed that people drilling themselves for self-defence should not be con-
sidered as bandits. 'When peaceful and law-abiding people practise skill
and calisthenics for the purpose of defending themselves and their families,
or when they combine in village communities for the mutual protection of
the rural population, this is only a matter of mutual help and collective
defence.'70 This edict and a similar one in April further encouraged Boxer
activities, and in May the Boxers led a major uprising in Kao-lo village,
Chihli. The governor-general, Yii-lu, aware of the dowager's secret
patronage of the Boxers, proffered no chastisement and the court under-
took no punitive measures. The Boxers became more daring, destroying
railways and telegraph lines as symbols of the foreign enslavement of
China.

In May 1900 the court considered organizing the Boxers into a militia
*• T'an, The Boxer catastrophe, 46, 59. 70 Ibid. 60-1, with minor changes.
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but the plan was blocked by Yii-lu and Yuan Shih-k'ai. Impressed by
reports of the Boxers' spiritual powers, however, the dowager summoned
them to Peking. She commended their leaders and ordered all court
attendants, including the women, to learn their art. Princes and nobles now
engaged Boxers to guard their residences and some of the regular army
joined the Boxers.

The rising tide of anti-foreignism prompted the foreign diplomats to
call up troops from the ships off Taku on 28 May. Though the Tsungli
Yamen attempted to limit the number of guards to thirty for each legation,
the first detachment, arriving in Peking on 1 and 3 June, consisted of
seventy-five each Russians, British and French, fifty Americans, forty
Italians and twenty-five Japanese.

Encouraged by yet another favourable court decree of 29 May, the
Boxers cut the railway line between Peking and Tientsin on 3 June. Chang
Chih-tung, governor-general at Wuchang, and Sheng Hsuan-huai, director
of railway and telegraphs, pleaded unsuccessfully with the court to sup-
press such activities. As the court was completely dominated by the re-
actionaries, foreign diplomats began to fear for the safety of foreigners in
Peking. The British minister requested help from Admiral Seymour at
Tientsin, and on 10 June an international force of 2,100 men left Tientsin
by train. Half-way between Tientsin and Peking, the Boxers attacked the
foreign expedition and blocked its progress to Peking. Telegraph lines
between the two cities were cut, isolating the foreign community of
Peking. On the same day, Boxers burned the British summer legation in
the Western Hills, and on 11 June the chancellor of the Japanese legation
was killed by troops of the reactionary Muslim general Tung Fu-hsiang.

On 13 June the court announced that the embassies were adequately
protected and there was no need for more foreign troops in Peking.
Governor-general Yu-lu and General Nieh Shih-ch'eng were ordered to
resist the advance of Admiral Seymour, and the commander of the Taku
Forts was alerted against a surprise attack. Beginning on 13 June large
groups of Boxers swarmed into Peking, burning churches and foreign
residences, killing Chinese converts, and dragging officials into the streets
for public humiliation. They exhumed the bodies of missionaries, including
the early Jesuits, made attacks on the legation guards, and on 20 June
killed the German minister, Clemens von Ketteler. At Tientsin, the Boxers
rampaged all over the city and, facing such disorder, the foreign forces
occupied the Taku Forts on 17 June. Meanwhile, the Seymour expedition
fought its way back to Tientsin.

Prince Tuan, Kang-i and the empress dowager now agreed that an all-
out attack on the legations was necessary to expunge the humiliations of
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half a century. On 16 June, at the first of four imperial councils called to
deliberate on the question, Yuan Ch'ang, a director of the Court of
Sacrificial Worship, opposed the plan to attack, pointing out the falsity of
the Boxer claim of immunity to firearms. The dowager retorted: 'If we
cannot rely upon the supernatural formulae, can we not rely upon the
hearts of the people? China has been extremely weak; the only thing we
can rely upon is the hearts of the people.' The meeting was indecisive, but
a decree was issued to recruit the 'young and strong' Boxers into the army.

At the second imperial council of 17 June, the dowager revealed an
alleged four-point demand from the foreign powers: designate a special
place of residence for the emperor; allow foreign ministers to collect
provincial revenues; and permit them to direct Chinese military affairs.
The fourth point, which she did not disclose, was said to be 'restore the
emperor to power'. This four-point demand, actually fabricated by Prince
Tuan, goaded the dowager into declaring that China should 'fight to the
death' against any foreign action. The third council of 18 June was again
indecisive, but on 19 June word arrived that the foreigners had demanded
the surrender of the Taku Forts. The dowager called the fourth imperial
council on 19 June to announce the break-off of diplomatic relations. She
was determined to fight the powers with the help of the Boxers and over-
ruled attempts by the Kuang-hsu Emperor to postpone the decision. On
21 June, an ambiguous but rather favourable report on the fighting at
Taku and Tientsin arrived and the court confidently declared war on the
foreign powers.71

The court now formally ordered the provincial authorities to organize
the Boxers to oppose the foreign invasion. At Peking, the Boxers were
officially subsidized and Prince Chuang, Kang-i and Prince Tuan assumed
official command of Boxer bands. These bands, together with the govern-
ment troops under General Tung Fu-hsiang, launched attacks on the lega-
tions and the Northern (Roman Catholic) Cathedral. Prince Chuang offered
rewards for the taking of foreign captives while Kang-i declared: 'When
the legations are taken, the barbarians will have no more roots. The country
will then have peace.' By the attacks, made with the full approval of the
dowager, the reactionaries sought to vent their wrath on the barbarians,
rid the capital of the foreign menace, destroy evidence of court support for
the Boxers, and stimulate support among the people. Within the legations
the 450 guards, 475 civilians (including 12 diplomatic ministers), and 2,300
Chinese Christians, offered stiff resistance to the Boxers who, wearing wild,
loose-hanging hair, carrying 'magic weapons', and moving in prescribed

71 Hsiao I-shan, Cb'ing-tai t'ung-sbih, 4.2196-8.
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steps, resembled legendary witches. Peking was gripped in the pande-
monium of a witches' sabbath.

Alarmed by these developments, the foreign powers resolved to dis-
patch troops to China. Britain in particular was concerned with the future
of the Yangtze valley as her sphere of interest. The foreign office received
in early July a number of suggestions as to the proper course of action.
H. B. Morse, who later became a historian, proposed 'throwing a screen of
British and German troops between the valley and the rebellion'. Byron
Brenan, consul-general at Shanghai then on leave in London, recom-
mended that Duke K'ung, a lineal descendant of Confucius, be considered
as a possible candidate for the throne should the allied military intervention
drive the court out of Peking, leaving behind a state of anarchy.72

Independent action of South and East China

Even before the formal declaration of war, it was clear that the court was
following a disastrous course of action. Li Hung-chang, now governor-
general at Canton and probably the only man capable of reversing the tide,
refused to act, declaring that Jung-lu, with his numerous troops, should
act to remove the reactionaries from control.73 The provincial authorities,
unable to change court policy, were yet anxious to protect their jurisdiction
from the Boxer disruption and foreign punitive action.

When the court issued the declaration of war on 21 June, the leading
provincial authorities - Li Hung-chang at Canton, Liu K'un-i at Nanking,
Chang Chih-tung at Wuchang and Yuan Shih-k'ai in Shantung - collec-
tively refused to recognize it, insisting that it was a luan-ming, an illegitimate
order issued without proper authorization of the throne. They suppressed
the declaration and, together with the governor-general of Fukien and
Chekiang, entered into an informal pact with the foreign consuls at
Shanghai, stating that they would protect foreign lives and property and
suppress the Boxers within their jurisdiction, and the foreign powers
would refrain from sending troops into their regions. Hence, the whole of
South-East China was exempt from the Boxer catastrophe and foreign
invasion.

The provincial leaders justified their actions on the grounds that the
Boxers and reactionaries had seized control of the court and issued illegiti-
mate orders; that war with several foreign powers was insanity; and that
the lives of foreigners in the legations must be saved. They urged the court
to assign well-disciplined troops to protect the legations, and to continue

72 Y o u n g , 'British policy, 171.
73 Hsiao I-shan, Cb'ing-tai t'img-sbib, 4 .2203.
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to honour the foreign debts. They appealed to Jung-lu but he refused to
cooperate.

Sheng Hsuan-huai suggested that Yuan Shih-k'ai march his troops from
Shantung to Peking to rescue the dowager and the emperor from the
clutches of the undesirable elements. Yuan declined, stating: 'Without
authorization, if I should lead my troops northward to save the foreign
ministers, I am afraid that I would be defeated first on the way. It is really
difficult for me to comply.' Liu K'un-i, attempting to absolve the dowager
of guilt, notified foreign consuls that the hostilities were 'beyond the
expectations of the imperial court'. Meanwhile, the court decreed on 3 July
that provincial authorities should purge the word 'peace' from their mouths.

On 14 July, foreign troops took Tientsin and threatened to march on
Peking and, on the same day, thirteen south-eastern provincial authorities
urged the court to suppress the Boxers, protect foreigners, compensate
them for losses sustained in the disturbances, and send a letter of apology
to Germany for the death of von Ketteler. Under these pressures, the court
became somewhat conciliatory for a short time. The Tsungli Yamen invited
foreign diplomats and their families to move to the Yamen for safety,
pending arrangements for their return home. Li Hung-chang was ordered
to instruct Chinese diplomats abroad to inform their respective govern-
ments that their representatives in Peking were safe. On 19 July, the
Yamen again offered to send the foreign ministers to Tientsin under
military escort but the foreigners, feeling the Yamen could not ensure
adequate protection, preferred to remain in the legations to await relief.
During this brief conciliatory period (14-26 July), the Yamen sent sup-
plies to the legations and the attacks were suspended.

The policy of war and extermination was reaffirmed, however, with the
arrival of the reactionary Li Ping-heng in Peking on 26 July. Five high
officials who dared to counsel peace were executed and Yuan Shih-k'ai was
moved to describe the situation as 'hopeless'.

Foreign reinforcements reached Taku in late July but mutual jealousy
and dissension delayed their departure for Peking until 4 August. This
international force of 8,000 Japanese, 4,800 Russians, 3,000 British, 2,100
Americans, 800 French, 58 Austrians and 53 Italians decisively defeated
the Boxers and government forces, and on 14 August, arrived in Peking to
relieve the besieged legations. The legations had held out for nearly two
months, thanks in large part to Jung-lu, commander-in-chief of thePeiyang
forces, who, afraid to oppose the dowager, had launched a noisy but only
half-hearted attack on the quarter.

As the allies advanced the dowager, the emperor and a small entourage
fled Peking. The emperor had wanted to remain to negotiate a settlement
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but the dowager forced him to accompany her. After a long and arduous
flight, the court was re-established in Sian on 23 October. The Boxer
catastrophe which had swept North China, Inner Mongolia and Man-
churia, killing 231 foreigners and many thousands of Chinese Christians,
was over at last.

The peace settlement

In the aftermath of the Boxer Uprising, Li Hung-chang was called upon to
negotiate a peace settlement. He had earlier been summoned by the court to
Peking on 18 June 1900, but, alarmed by the dowager's patronage of the
Boxers, he delayed his departure from Canton. On 8 July, he was appointed
governor-general of Chihli and superintendent of trade for the northern
ports, posts which he had held previously from 1870 to 189 5, and only then
did he sail for Shanghai.74 Arriving there on 21 July, he was thoroughly
discouraged by the situation in Peking and refused to go north. On 7
August, the court appointed him plenipotentiary to negotiate with the
foreign powers but still Li hesitated to go to Peking for he believed that
the court would not agree to the measures that he saw as necessary to
attain peace - namely, suppression of the Boxers and protection of the
foreigners in Peking.

Li was somewhat consoled when the powers did not declare war on
China but sent an expeditionary force merely to suppress the rebels. And,
when Russia offered to withdraw her troops and civilians to Tientsin in
preparation for negotiations, and to set a tone of moderation at the con-
ferences to forestall excessive demands by the other powers, Li agreed to
go north. He requested that Prince Ch'ing and Jung-lu be assigned to join
him in the negotiations, and when the court complied, he went north under
Russian protection, arriving in Tientsin on 18 September. When the powers
declared Jung-lu unacceptable as a negotiator because of his part in the
legation attacks, Li petitioned that he be allowed to go to Sian. Li hoped
that Jung-lu, who joined the Grand Council on n November, would
check the still strong influence of Prince Tuan and Kang-i.

Meanwhile the allied representatives in Peking refused to open negotia-
tions before 'the return of the court', by which they meant 'the return of
the emperor to power'. They hoped to use this demand as leverage to gain
satisfaction of their other demands. The dowager refused, however,
stating that she feared unacceptable terms would be imposed on her, and
indicated that the court would return only after the peace settlement. The
south-eastern provincial leaders now attempted to shift allied attention to
74 He did so against British advice which urged him to stay in Canton. Young, British policy, 175.
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the issue of punishment for guilty ministers. They put pressure on the
court to accept the demand for punishment of nine pro-Boxer ministers,
Governor Yii-hsien and General Tung Fu-hsiang. The court reluctantly
agreed to punish the ministers but reserved judgment on General Tung.
The powers insisted that Tung be punished, and Liu K'un-i and Yuan
Shih-k'ai pressed Jung-lu for action, stressing that no wise statesman
'would love a single man against the public opinion of the nation, let alone
against the interests of the people'.75 On 3 December 1900, the court
finally relented. In attributing guilt, no mention was made of the two chief
culprits: the empress dowager and Jung-lu.

At Peking the allied negotiators had difficulty agreeing on terms.
Germany demanded severe punishment, and the kaiser spoke of even the
destruction of Peking. He sought to ensure that 'no Chinese will ever
again even dare to look askance at a German'.76 Because of von Ketteler's
murder, the German field marshal, Count von Waldersee, was named
commander-in-chief of the allied forces in China. Britain supported
Germany in an attempt to check Russia while the Russians ingratiated
themselves with the Chinese in the hope of gaining concessions in Man-
churia, which they had occupied during the turmoil. The Japanese com-
peted with the Russians in an attempt to win Chinese goodwill; France
declared she had no designs on China and the United States announced the
second Open Door note supporting 'Chinese territorial and administrative
entity'. After prolonged debate, a joint note of twelve articles was an-
nounced on 24 December 1900, and reluctantly accepted by the Chinese
court on 16 January 1901. The final settlement consisted of the following
main features.

(1) Punishment of the guilty. The allies had originally demanded the
death penalty for twelve officials, including Princes Chuang and Tuan,
Kang-i, Yii-hsien, Li Ping-heng, Hsu T'ung and General Tung Fu-hsiang.
In the final settlement, Prince Chuang was ordered to commit suicide,
Prince Tuan to be banished to Sinkiang for life imprisonment, and Yii-
hsien to be executed. General Tung was stripped of appointment. Kang-i,
Hsu T'ung and Li Ping-heng, already dead, received posthumous degrada-
tion. In the provinces, a total of 119 officials received penalties ranging from
capital punishment to mere reprimand.

(2) Indemnity. An indemnity of £67.5 million, or 450 million taels was
levied with payment to be completed in thirty-nine years at 4 per cent
annual interest, and with the maritime customs, likin, native customs and
salt gabelle as security. To help meet the payment, the existing tariff was to

75 Tan , The Boxer catastrophe, 139, 141.
7 6 H. B. Morse, The international relations of the Chinese empire, 3.309.
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be increased and hitherto duty-free merchandise to be taxed. The break-
down of the indemnity was as follows:77

Country
Russia
Germany
France
Britain
Japan
United States
Italy
Belgium
Austria
Others

taels
130,371,120
90,070,515
70,878,240
50,620,545
34,793.100
3*.939.°55
26,617,005

8,484,345
4,003,920
1,222,155

percentage of total
29.00
20.00
15-75
11.25
7.70
7.30
5.90
1.90
0.90
0.30

(3) Other important stipulations.
(a) Apology missions to Germany and Japan.
(b) Establishment of a permanent legation guard.
(c) Destruction of the Taku and other forts between Peking and the

sea.
(d) Prohibition of the importation of arms for two years.
(e) Stationing of foreign troops in key points from Peking to the sea.
(f) Suspension of official examinations for five years in some forty-

five cities where the Boxers had been active.
These items were formalized in The Boxer Protocol of twelve articles and
nineteen annexes, and signed by Li Hung-chang, Prince Ch'ing, and the
representatives of eleven powers on 7 September 1901. The allied troops
evacuated Peking on 17 September, but the court did not return until 7
January 1902.

Russia in Manchuria

The peace settlement did not resolve the question of the Russian occupa-
tion of Manchuria. Under the pretext of suppressing the 'rioters' and
restoring order, 200,000 Russian troops had swept into Manchuria, taking
Aigun on 23 July 1900, Tsitsihar on 30 August, and Mukden (Shen-yang,
the subsidiary Ch'ing capital) on 1 October. On 30 November, Admiral
Alexeiev, Russian governor-general of the Liaotung peninsula, coerced the

77 Actually, the indemnity far exceeded the losses sustained by the allies. The actual American
private claims were only $2 million, which had been paid by 1905. In 1908 the United States
government returned to China $10,785,286, while retaining $2 million for possible future
adjustments, and in 1924 the rest of the indemnity was waived. The refund was specified by
Washington to be used for educating Chinese students in the United States. To prepare
these students for schooling in America, Tsing Hua College (later Tsing Hua University)
was established in Peking, where many American teachers were employed. Remissions of
the indemnity funds by other countries followed suit: Britain, 1922; Russia, 1924; France,
1925; Italy, 1925, 1933; Belgium, 1928; the Netherlands, 1933. Many writers in China have
viewed the Boxer refunds as a form of cultural imperialism — a subject clearly in need of
re-examination.
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Manchu military governor of Mukden, Tseng-ch'i, into signing a 'pro-
visional agreement' which virtually pre-empted Chinese rule in Man-
churia. The Ch'ing court refused to recognize the agreement, which they
insisted Tseng-ch'i had no authority to sign. Negotiations then opened in
St Petersburg, and on 16 February 1901 the Russians proposed a twelve-
article treaty (to replace the Alexeiev-Tseng agreement), which returned
Manchuria to China in name, but, in effect, legalized the occupation of
Manchuria by Russian troops disguised as 'railway guards'. The agreement
prohibited China from sending arms to Manchuria or granting anyone
railway and mining privileges there without Russian consent. It stipulated
that China pay for the occupation and for damages to the Chinese Eastern
Railway and granted Russia the right to construct a railway from the said
line to the Great Wall.

The Russian action aroused the apprehension of the other powers. The
Japanese minister in Peking warned Prince Ch'ing that any concession on
the Russian occupation of Manchuria would lead to the partition of China.
Britain and Germany admonished the court not to sign a separate treaty
with Russia before the conclusion of a general agreement with the allies in
Peking, and the United States, Austria and Italy urged China to resist the
Russian demands. Count Witte, meanwhile, threatened that rejection of the
proposal would lead to Russian incorporation of Manchuria. The dilemma
of the court was intensified by the conflicting advice of leading officials. Li
Hung-chang, his pro-Russian leanings now evident, advised signing the
treaty to avoid a perilous break with Russia, while Chang Chih-tung and
Liu K'un-i vigorously opposed the treaty.

Caught between conflicting advice and diverse international pressures,
the court was incapable of reaching a decision. But after repeated admoni-
tions against signing from the Chinese ministers in London and Berlin, and
particularly from the minister in Tokyo, who stressed that Russia would
not dare take action in Manchuria in face of the combined opposition of
Britain and Japan, the court finally rejected the Russian treaty on 23 March.
Facing international opposition, the Russians took no direct action but
merely issued a statement that, as much as they would like to evacuate
Manchuria, the realities of international politics did not permit them to do
so at the moment. Li continued to support a separate settlement through
direct negotiation and attempted to offer concessions in Manchuria to
Russia in exchange for troop evacuation, but Count Witte refused his
proposals. Thus rejected, old, weak and ashamed, Li Hung-chang died
suddenly on 7 November 1901, at the age of seventy-eight.

Li's work was carried on by Prince Ch'ing and Grand Councillor Wang
Wen-shao. As the international situation was unfavourable to Russia, she
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ultimately signed an agreement with China on 4 April 1902 promising to
evacuate Manchuria in three stages at six-monthly intervals. On her part,
China agreed to protect the Russian-dominated Chinese Eastern Railway.
The first evacuation took place on schedule, but when the second stage was
due in April 1903, the Russians did not leave but resorted to the subterfuge
of disguising their troops as 'railway guards'. In addition, they demanded
new monopolistic rights and re-occupied the evacuated cities of Mukden
and Newchwang, sowing the seeds of war with Japan.

Repercussions of the Boxer Uprising

The Boxer movement developed out of the combined forces of the re-
actionary Manchu court, the conservative officials and gentry, and the
ignorant and superstitious people. It was an unreasoned outburst of
emotion and anger against foreign imperialism, possessing an inherent
patriotic element. Marxist and other historians today consider it a primitive
form of patriotic peasant uprising, with the right motive but the wrong
methods.

The Boxer Uprising and its final settlement had many significant
consequences:

(1) The allied occupation of Peking and the Russian advance into
Manchuria sharpened international rivalry and caused the powers to fear
conflict among themselves and the subsequent end of equal economic
opportunity in China. There developed a general international desire to
reduce tension and maintain the status quo in China. The United States
issued the second Open Door note on 3 July 1900, in an effort to 'preserve
Chinese territorial and administrative entity and safeguard for the world
the principle of equal and impartial trade with all parts of the Chinese
Empire.' And on 16 October, Britain and Germany signed an agreement
(to which other powers were invited to adhere) stipulating that the signa-
tories would refrain from seizing Chinese territory. This stalemate on
imperialistic activities prevented an immediate break-up of the Ch'ing
empire, but its international position fell to an unprecedentedly low point.

(2) The Boxer Protocol infringed severely upon Chinese sovereignty.
The prohibition on arms importation, the destruction of the Taku and other
forts, the stationing of foreign troops in the legation quarter, and the right
of foreign powers to deploy troops from Peking to the sea, all com-
promised China's powers of self-defence. The suspension of government
examinations in many parts of the country was a blatant interference with
the internal administration of China.

(3) The indemnity of 450 million taels together with its accrued interest
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would have amounted, if fully paid, to 982,283,150 taels, more than twice
the original sum. As the payments had to be made in foreign currencies,
China suffered additional losses in the exchange, especially during the years
when the value of silver sharply declined. The outflow of such a large
amount of capital inhibited, if not incapacitated, China's economic growth.

(4) Foreign ministers in Peking thenceforth constituted a powerful
diplomatic corps that sometimes functioned above the Manchu court as a
super-government.

(5) The barbarous Boxer conduct made China appear uncivilized to the
world, while the brutal demonstration of foreign power created an image
of invincibility and superiority that shattered Chinese self-confidence and
self-respect. The Chinese attitude of disdain and hostility towards the
foreigner often became one of fear and toadying.

(6) Although the Manchu court attempted some half-hearted reforms
towards a constitutional government in an effort to survive, many Chinese,
viewing the Manchu leadership as bankrupt, turned to revolution. Dr Sun
Yat-sen's advocacy of a forceful overthrow of the Ch'ing received increas-
ing sympathy and support. His image changed from that of a disloyal rebel
to that of a patriotic revolutionary as the pulse of revolution quickened,
precipitating the ultimate fall of the Manchu dynasty in 1911.

THE EFFECTS OF THE ANGLO-JAPANESE ALLIANCE AND THE
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR

Origins of the Alliance

The Russian occupation of Manchuria, with all its serious international
ramifications, must be viewed in the larger context of European power
politics. At the turn of the century, Europe was caught in a precarious
balance of power between the Triple Alliance (Germany, Austria-Hungary
and Italy) and the Dual Alliance (France and Russia), with Britain main-
taining her 'splendid isolation'. The tension generated by the rivalry
between the two camps and the fear that the two, being defensive alliances,
might join in a continental league against Britain, resulted in a stalemate
among the powers, prompting them to direct their attention towards Asia
and Africa. From this perspective, the Russian encroachment in Man-
churia was not merely an isolated case of violation of Chinese sovereignty,
but a serious disruption of the existing international order. Japan, in
particular, was concerned with her position in Korea and Manchuria, and
the United States feared for the future of the Open Door in China. Britain
felt threatened about her influence in Peking and her position south of the
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Great Wall. On the other hand, France supported the Russian advance and
Germany secretly encouraged Russia's eastward expansion to divert her
focus from Europe. Clearly, a new era of international relations was un-
folding, leading to an unprecedented East-West alignment.

Britain was at the crossroads. Her policy of 'splendid isolation' had left
her no friends, and the Boer War, absorbing 250,000 British soldiers for
two-and-a-half years (October 1899-May 1902), exposed the weaknesses
in her imperial defences and the dangers of her isolation policy. In order to
protect her empire and preserve her pre-eminence in world leadership,
Britain was forced to emerge from isolation and search desperately for an
ally. The first choice was Germany. London had hoped that the Anglo-
German Agreement of October 1900, which pledged the maintenance of
the status quo in China, would check the Russian advance in Manchuria, but
Germany later excluded Manchuria from the pact in an apparent move to
avoid antagonizing Russia. Repeated British attempts to seek an alliance
with Germany met with no success, obliging London to look for other
alternatives. France was out of the question because of her role in the Dual
Alliance, while the United States adhered to her traditional policy of 'no
entangling alliances', and having recently fought the Spanish War, was in
no mood for an overseas venture to defend the Open Door. Japan thus
became the only possibility, the more attractive because of her naval power
and well-known antipathy towards Russia.

In 1901 the British Admiralty reckoned that the combined Russian-
French naval forces in the 'China seas' outnumbered those of Britain by
nine to four in battleships, but alignment with Japan would give Britain a
superior ratio of eleven to nine in battleships and a preponderance of
cruisers, obviating the need to draw ships from her European fleets. Apart
from military considerations, Britain was concerned with possible Russian
domination of Peking through their control of Manchuria, and the penetra-
tion of Russian economic influence (through Belgian capital in building the
Peking-Hankow Railway) into the Yangtze valley - a traditional British
sphere of interest. Also disturbing was the intensification of Russian
activities in Tibet leading to the dispatch by the Dalai Lama of two
missions to Russia in 1901-2.78 If unchecked, the Russian southward
thrust might threaten the security of India. With traditional fears thus
revived, Britain found it imperative to ally with Japan in order to block
the Russian advance and maintain her pre-eminence in Asia. With a far-
flung empire, being isolated in European politics, and facing new Russian
threats, Britain could hardly do otherwise. Negotiations with the Japanese

78 Liu Yen, Cbung-kuo wai-chiao shib (Chinese diplomatic history), enlarged by Li Fang-ch'en,
268-9.
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minister in London proceeded swiftly in order to block any possible
Japanese agreement with Russia, which would seriously jeopardize British
interests in Asia.

For Japan, antagonism with Russia had been prevalent ever since the
Triple Intervention of 1895. Alliance with Britain, the foremost Western
power, was a dream beyond expectation, for it would elevate Japan's inter-
national status instantly, signify her coming of age as a great power, and
serve as an effective shield against Russia. A powerful group led by the
prime minister Katsura Taro (a protege" of Yamagata Aritomo), the foreign
minister Kato Takaaki, his successor Komura Jutaro, and minister to
Britain Hayashi Tadasu, strongly favoured such a course of action, and
they had the support of the elder statesmen Yamagata, Saigo Tsugumichi
and Matsukata Masayoshi. But the influential former premier and elder
statesman Ito Hirobumi, doubted British sincerity in abandoning the tradi-
tional policy of isolation and feared that the alliance would make Japan
bear the brunt of fighting Russia, a task which he thought too onerous for
his country. He preferred, instead, a rapprochement with Russia since the
questions of Korea and Manchuria concerned mainly Japan and Russia, not
Britain. His arguments evoked a sympathetic response from the other elder
statesman, Inoue Kaoru, but Yamagata and his military group believed
that any rapprochement with Russia could only be temporary and ulti-
mately Japan would have to fight Russia for supremacy in Korea and
Manchuria. Needless to say, the conflicting views in foreign affairs among
the Japanese leadership were related to rivalry in domestic politics: Ito
wanted to prevent the military from dominating the affairs of state, while
the military wanted to deny Ito the chance of returning to political power.

In opposing the cabinet's stand, Ito had become something of a nuisance
to Katsura. Katsura was anxious to rid himself of a political rival and an
opportunity presented itself in October 1901 when Ito was invited by Yale
University to receive an honorary doctor-of-law degree during its bicen-
tennial celebration. After the event, Ito, with the encouragement of Inoue,
went to Europe with the intention of visiting Russia in a private capacity
to initiate negotiations. With Ito out of the country, Katsura ordered
Hayashi to proceed with the alliance negotiations in London as fast as
possible. When Ito reached Paris, Hayashi appeared with a draft treaty of
the alliance. Ito was so discouraged that he thought of returning home, but
in the end decided to proceed to Russia as planned. He asked Hayashi to
temporize in London for a while. In Berlin he received word from Tokyo
that negotiations for the alliance had gone too far for Japan to withdraw.
Still undaunted, Ito continued his trip to Russia, where he proposed: (1)
a mutual guarantee of Korea's independence; (2) a mutual promise not to
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use its territory for strategic purposes against each other; and (3) Russian
recognition of Japan's freedom of action in Korea, in exchange for
Japanese acknowledgment of Russia's paramount interests in Manchuria.
The Russian government would not accept these conditions. It refused to
give Japan a free hand in Korea and it insisted on freedom of action for
Russia in Manchuria as well as in the rest of China.79 Ito left Russia without
reaching an agreement, but he still did not give up the idea of rapproche-
ment. On the way home, in Berlin, he cabled Tokyo to warn again of the
unreliability of Britain and proposed a postponement of the signing of the
alliance pending further negotiations with Russia. The cabinet, however,
was in no mood to risk losing a sure alliance with Britain for a dubious
chance of reconciliation with Russia. On the recommendation of the privy
council the emperor approved the Anglo-Japanese Alliance in December
1901. Ito accepted the decision with grace but urged that the alliance be
used, not to confront Russia but to put pressure on her to reach an agree-
ment based on the principle of Man-Kan kokan: a quid pro quo of Japanese
acceptance of Russian dominance of Manchuria for Russian recognition of
Japanese dominance of Korea, in short, a 'Manchuria-Korea exchange'.

The Anglo-Japanese Alliance was formally concluded on 30 January
1902. In the preamble the contracting parties called for the maintenance of
the status quo and general peace in East Asia through the preservation of
the independence and territorial integrity of China and Korea, and equal
opportunity for all nations in these two countries. The signatories declared
that they would take necessary measures to safeguard their interests in
these two countries if threatened by foreign aggression or domestic
disturbances. They pledged neutrality if either became involved in a war
with another power, and agreed to use their influence to prevent other
powers from joining the war; but if another power joined the war against
one of the signatories, the other signatory would come to its aid. Thus,
Japan was given a free hand to fight Russia; if France should intervene on
the side of Russia, Britain would come to Japan's rescue.

Impact of the Alliance

The immediate reaction of Russia and France was to extend the applica-
bility of the Dual Alliance to East Asia, but it was merely a symbolic move.
American sympathy was with Japan. President Theodore Roosevelt con-
sidered her a defender of the Open Door and China's territorial integrity,
and even saw Japan's complete control of Korea as in the best interests of

79 Ch'en Fu-kuang, Yu-Cb'ing i-lai Mb Cbung-O kuan-hsi (Sino-Russian relations during the
Ch'ing dynasty), 531.
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peace in East Asia.80 To him the Chinese were weak, befuddled and easy
prey of the strong, while the Japanese signified a rising power in the East.
'What nonsense to speak of the Chinese and the Japanese as of the same
race!'81 The president looked to Japan to block the Russian advance in
Manchuria and was pleased to see her position strengthened through the
British connection.

China reacted with a mixture of relief, shame and fear. Initially, there
was a feeling of relief because the alliance was directed against Russia in
favour of the preservation of China and Korea. A sense of shame followed
because the foreign pledge for China's independence and territorial integ-
rity put her into the same category as Korea and emphasized the fact that
China's fate was not in her own hands but in those of her would-be pro-
tectors. Finally, there was fear that Japan would ultimately replace Russia
as the chief imperialist in Manchuria. The joint memorial of the elder
statesmen Chang Chih-tung, governor-general of Hu-Kwang, and Liu
K'un-i, governor-general of Liang-Kiang, dated 16 February 1902, ex-
pressed these feelings of relief and anxiety when they informed the court
that it was the activities of Russia in Manchuria that had aroused the resent-
ment of Japan and Britain, and prompted them to form the alliance 'with
the primary purpose of dealing with Manchuria'. However, they warned:
'If we can follow them [Britain and Japan] and hold firm, it will be good
for Manchuria, but if we fall into the Russian trap and cause Japan and
Britain to lose their rights, they would undoubtedly seek compensations
from us.'82 Two days later, in a telegram to Liu K'un-i and Yuan Shih-k'ai,
now governor-general of Chihli, Chang expressed great concern over the
implications of the alliance. Referring to the first article on the British and
Japanese declaration to intervene in Chinese and Korean domestic dis-
turbances, he questioned the meaning of 'disturbances'. Did it mean that
they could send troops to China at will just as Japan did in Korea during
the Tonghak Insurrection? Painfully he proclaimed: 'To rely on others for
preservation and to be placed along with Korea is most disheartening. Our
country has fallen to such a state of weakness that I have nothing more to
say!'8*

Yuan Shih-k'ai was even more emphatic in his analysis of the alliance.
No country in the East, he informed the court, had a better army than
Japan and no country in the West had a better navy than Britain. The com-

*° Marius B. Jansen, Japan and China: from mar to peace, 1894-1972, 79-80.
81 Michael H. Hunt, Frontier defense and the open door: Manchuria in Chinese-American relations,

itfj~ifii, 78, 81.
»» U7CSL, I52.iob-i2a.
•' Chang Chih-tung, Chang Wen-bsiann kmg, cb'uan-cbi (Complete collection of Chang Chih-

tung's papers), 178.1J.
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bination of the two created a new power bloc affecting not only the balance
in East Asia but the entire world, and they did so to protect their own
national interests without any real intention of preserving China and Korea.
Yuan asked, why should Britain and Japan exert themselves at great
expense for the benefit of China ? Therefore, the Chinese should expect no
benefits from the alliance. On the contrary, the alliance forebode trouble
for China should she ever relax her vigilance. Soberly he warned, 'There is
no greater shame for China than to rely on the alliance of other countries
for the preservation of her territory I' In the face of such humiliation, Yuan
urged the court to strengthen the country through an immediate institu-
tional reform, rapid army training, development of resources, and promo-
tion of modern education.8*

Despair prevailed among Chinese officialdom because of the country's
total inability to do anything about the situation. It was clear that if the
Anglo-Japanese Alliance led to a Russo-Japanese understanding, China
would be the loser, and if it led to a war, Chinese territory would be the
battleground, and China would be at the mercy of the victor. There was
also a growing fear of the rise of Japan as the chief menace to China.8s

Chang Chih-tung found the Japanese becoming increasingly overbearing,
employing the tactics of 'sweet talk but vicious action'.86 He saw through
the hollowness of the reference to the Open Door in the Anglo-Japanese
Alliance and was very concerned about the ultimate Japanese designs. Yet
he continued to regard Japan as a lesser evil than Russia on the grounds
that it was preferable for China 'to seek the aid of a nearby state in order to
ward off aggression by a distant foe'.87

Britain had hoped that the alliance would have a steadying effect on
Japan, making her neither too belligerent nor too conciliatory towards
Russia, thus lessening the chances of war. She saw no objection to an
agreement between Japan and Russia provided she was kept informed of
the negotiations and it did not violate the stipulations of the alliance. The
Japanese government believed that an agreement with Russia was prefer-
able to war, but the military doubted that any enduring agreement was
possible and feared that Russian military power in the East would steadily
increase after the completion of the Trans-Siberian and Chinese Eastern
railways.

In Russia a series of conferences were held between November 1902 and

*• Wang Yen-hsi and Wang Shu-min, comps., Huang-cb'ao Tao-Hsien-T'ung-Kuang tsou-i
(Memorials of the Tao-kuang, Hsien-feng, T'ung-chih, and Kuang-hsu periods of the
Ch'ing dynasty), reprinted in Taipei, 1968, 16.18.

85 L i K u o - c h ' i , Cbang Cbib-lung It wai-cbiao cbeng-ti'e ( C h a n g C h i h - t u n g ' s fore ign pol icy p r o -
posals) , $23-6 .

86 Chang Chih-tung, Cbang Wen-bsiang kung cb'iian-cbi, 180.35b. " Ibid. 85.21b.
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April 1903 to deliberate on East Asian policy. The finance minister, Witte,
was attacked by an influential group led by the tsarist confidant, Bezo-
brazov, for involving Russia in the expensive work of railway building in
Manchuria without providing adequate security against Chinese hostility
or foreign intervention. This group controlled a timber-cutting concession
in North Korea which they proposed should be exploited for profit and
strategic purposes — using the concession as a military shield against
Japanese penetration of southern Manchuria. Witte was rapidly losing
influence with the tsar and his policy of peaceful penetration of Manchuria
was discarded. The tsar decided that Russia should exploit the timber con-
cession and halt the military evacuation of Manchuria until China accepted
new conditions. In an attempt to turn Manchuria into a 'Yellow Russia',88

St Petersburg decided to demand that China should agree not to cede or
lease territory in Manchuria to any other power, nor, without consulting
Russia, open any new areas to foreign trade or consular residence. No
foreigners, other than Russians, were to be employed in any administrative
capacity in Manchuria; the Russo-Chinese Bank was to continue to collect
customs dues at Newchwang; and all rights secured by the Russian subjects
in Manchuria were to be preserved by them.

On 18 April 1903 these demands were presented to the Chinese govern-
ment which promptly communicated them to the interested foreign powers.
Encouraged by Britain, Japan and the United States to reject the demands,
the Chinese government informed St Petersburg that no new conditions
could be discussed until the evacuation of Manchuria was completed in
accordance with the convention of April 1902. A set of modified conditions
proposed by Russia in September was also rejected, and on 8 October 1903,
the date set for the final withdrawal of Russian troops' from Manchuria,
China concluded revised commercial treaties with the United States and
Japan, opening Mukden, Antung and Tatungkow to foreign trade and
residence. In retaliation for this direct challenge to their demands, the
Russians re-occupied Mukden. Earlier, in August 1903, the tsar had created
a viceroyalty of the Far East, vested with independent powers of war and
diplomacy after the fashion of the viceroyalty of the Caucasus created in
1845, treating Manchuria as if it were a territory to be absorbed like the
Caucasus.89

Meanwhile, Japan had entered into negotiations with Russia. The
general terms proposed were: (1) preservation of the independence and
territorial integrity of China and Korea; (2) maintenance of equal com-

88 Ch'en Fu-kuang, Yu-Ch'ing i-lai chib Cbung-O kuan-bti, 3 3 8-9.
8' Wu Hsiang-hsiang, O-li cb'in-lueb Chung-kuo Mb (A history of the Russian imperialist aggres-

sion in China), 220.
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mercial opportunity in those two countries; (3) mutual recognition of the
existing legal rights of Russia and Japan in Manchuria and Korea, and of
the right to send forces to protect these interests and deal with internal
disturbances; and (4) recognition of the exclusive right of Japan to advise
and assist Korea in carrying out internal reforms. It was clear that Japan
now assumed an interventionist position in Manchuria.

On 28 July 1903 the Russian government agreed to open discussions and
the Japanese proposals were delivered on 12 August. In their counter-
proposals, delivered on 3 October, the Russians insisted that Manchuria
was outside the scope of discussion. As far as Korea was concerned, while
recognizing Japan's paramount interests there, they demanded mutual
respect for Korea's independence and territorial integrity, a neutral zone
north of the thirty-ninth parallel, and no fortification of the south coast. In
short, Russia denied Japan's right to intervene in Manchuria while granting
her a less than complete control of Korea. Although Russia later abandoned
the neutral zone demand, the differences between the two sides were too
vast to be bridged. The Japanese concluded that war was inevitable.

The Russo-Japanese War

The decision for war was made in Tokyo after very sober assessments of
the differences in the size, military preparation and financial resources of
the two countries. It was felt that Japan could win early battles to achieve a
position of strength from which to launch a peace settlement. General
Kodama Gentaro, chief of staff, informed the throne: 'There is a good
chance that Japan will win six out of ten victories on the battlefield. If that
is the case, we can expect some country to step forward to offer its good
offices to negotiate peace.'90 The country in question was the United
States, for President Roosevelt was sympathetic with Japan's role in
bearing the brunt of fighting Russia and defending the Open Door in
Manchuria, since the Chinese themselves could not do it and the United
States would not do it due to public apathy.91 To exploit fully the presi-
dent's goodwill, Japan sent his former Harvard classmate, Kaneko
Kentaro, to Washington. On 6 February 1904 Japan broke off negotiations
with Russia and started hostilities a day later. On 10 February Russia and
Japan declared war against each other.

The Ch'ing court was in a dilemma as to China's status in the war,
which was fought in Manchuria. Even before the diplomatic impasse,
Yuan Shih-k'ai advised the court on 27 December 1903 that 'if we make
common cause with Russia, the Japanese navy would attack our Southeast;

8 0 Jansen, Japan and China, 81. *' Hunt , Frontier defense and the open door, 78—81.
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if we make common cause with Japan, the Russian army would invade our
Northwest. Not only would China be placed in a dangerous position but
the entire globe could be endangered. In case of a breakdown in Russo-
Japanese negotiations, we should proclaim neutrality.'92 On 7 January
1904 the Japanese minister in China informed Peking that his government
desired that China remain strictly neutral in the event of a Russo-Japanese
War. On 22 January Yuan again impressed upon the court the importance
of neutrality, since China lacked the capacity to prevent the war from
taking place in her territory. The defence of Manchuria, he pointed out,
would require hundreds of thousands of men and even the defence of key
points would take sixty to a hundred thousand, when China at best could
mobilize only twenty to thirty thousand soldiers, whose munitions were
in short supply because of the prohibition of arms importation by the
Boxer Protocol.93 Other officials such as Ts'en Ch'un-hsuan, governor-
general of Liang-Kwang, however, advocated joining with Japan against
Russia in an attempt to recover Manchuria.94 But this was clearly an
impractical suggestion. At the outbreak of the war, Yuan again urged the
court to proclaim neutrality 'to settle people's minds'.95 Only then did the
court make the announcement, at the same time appealing to the belliger-
ents to respect the imperial tombs at Mukden and Hsingking and not usurp
the sovereignty of China in Manchuria: 'The territorial right of Manchuria
must remain Chinese regardless of who wins and who loses; neither
country should occupy (the area).' Japan agreed to honour China's
neutrality and disclaimed any postwar territorial ambitions, but Russia
refused to regard Manchuria as a neutral territory or discuss its future
status.'6 Chinese public opinion became deeply resentful of the Russian
arrogance and also critical of the timid Ch'ing attitude.

Earlier, on 6 February, the German ambassador in Washington sug-
gested to Roosevelt that the United States propose to the various powers
that they cooperate to maintain the neutrality of Chinese territory south of
the Great Wall. Roosevelt objected that such a proposal would leave
Russia free to operate in Mongolia and Sinkiang and that the dispatch of an
international force for the purpose of protecting North China might pro-
voke Chinese hostility. But Washington did send notes to the powers
asking them to urge Japan and Russia to 'respect the neutrality of China
and in all practicable ways her administrative entity'. The neutral powers as
well as Japan and Russia agreed to this on the understanding that Man-
churia be excluded.

The war itself hardly needs recounting here. Suffice it to say that by

« [PCSL, 179.4b. »i Ibid. 181.3-j. «•/*/</. 181.16-17.
« IbM. 181.18. «• Ibid. 181.27; i g 2 -5 . 7b.
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spring 1905 the Japanese had taken Port Arthur, driven the Russians from
southern Manchuria, landed in the Sakhalin Islands, and completely de-
feated the Russian navy, including the near-total destruction of the Baltic
Fleet in the Straits of Tsushima. Militarily and financially exhausted, Japan
asked Roosevelt to use his good offices to bring about a peace conference,
which was held at Portsmouth, New Hampshire.

The Chinese were deeply concerned about the peace terms and how they
would affect the future of their country. Sun Pao-ch'i, minister in Berlin,
recommended that China take the initiative in opening Manchuria, Mon-
golia and Sinkiang to foreign commerce, as a means of preserving her
sovereignty and forestalling future Russian designs.97 The court asked for
suggestions from the provinces and Chang Chih-tung's response of 24 July
1905 represented the consensus of most officials: 'It is utterly impossible
that Japan would return to China all the special privileges she has seized in
Manchuria. But if she takes too much she would violate her earlier pledge
and incur the jealousy of European powers. This she would not do. [In
saying] she is for China, Japan is in fact for herself, for a strong Japan
needs the preservation of China. Russia only wants to deceive China and
swallow her up; it is purely a case of hurting us and benefiting them-
selves . . . . Hence, regardless of the final peace terms, whatever rights
Japan obtains in the East are far preferable to Russian [gains].'98 Clearly,
Chinese attitudes had changed from 'anti-Japanese, pro-Russian' after the
Sino-Japanese War to 'pro-Japanese, anti-Russian' after the Russo-
Japanese War.

Chang Chih-tung also recommended the complete opening of Man-
churia to foreign commerce and residence, introducing British and Ameri-
can influence to counter the Japanese, and the employment of foreign
advisers, including the Japanese, to govern the area. With the presence of
these foreigners, he concluded, Manchuria could no longer be governed in
the old way and her special status should be ended.'9

The peace treaty, signed on 5 September 1905, provided for: Russian
recognition of Japan's political, economic and military pre-eminence in
Korea; the mutual withdrawal of troops from Manchuria within eighteen
months; and the return of Manchuria to China except for the leased terri-
tory of Liaotung and the southern section of the Manchurian railway,
which Russia agreed to transfer to Japan subject to China's approval.
Russia agreed to cede to Japan the southern half of Sakhalin and the
adjacent islands. Both Japan and Russia had the right to station troops in
« Ch'ing Kuang-ksu cb'ao Chung-Jib ehiao-sbe shib-liao (Historical materials on Sino-Japanese

negotiations during the Kuang-hsu period), 68.25, 24 June 1904.
•• WCSL, I9o.i2b-i5b.
•• Chang Chih-tung, Chang Wen-bsiang kung cb'uan-cbi, 8j .2j-b.
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Manchuria to protect their respective railways, but not more than fifteen
soldiers per kilometre. On 23 December 1905 China and Japan signed a
'Secret Protocol of 16 Articles' in Peking, which ratified the transfer of the
Liaotung leasehold and the South Manchurian Railway to Japan. In addi-
tion it opened sixteen ports and agreed on a joint Sino-Japanese exploita-
tion of the forest on the southern side of the Yalu River. Japan gained far
more than was specified in the Portsmouth treaty, as a compensation for
the 'generous' terms for Russia. She had in fact replaced Russia as the chief
imperialist in Manchuria.

Japan's emergence as a great power and her renewal of a closer alliance
with Britain in 1905 ushered in a new chapter in the international relations
of East Asia. It did not end the rivalries of the powers in China but it did
remove the fear of territorial partition which had threatened the moribund
Ch'ing empire since 1895. Had Russia been victorious, she would most
likely have annexed Manchuria and perhaps Mongolia, provoking the
other powers to demand territorial compensation. But in defeat, Russia
turned her attention to the Balkans where she collided with Austria-
Hungary and Germany, setting the stage for World War I. Japan, now
firmly established in southern Manchuria, was in a position eventually to
threaten the independence and territorial integrity of China. But, in 1905,
the return of Chinese administration in Manchuria, even though circum-
scribed by the special privileges of Japan and Russia, ensured that Man-
churia would remain Chinese. On 20 April 1907 the Ch'ing court took
measures to end the special political status of Manchuria as a frontier home-
land of the Manchus and instituted the regular provincial system there,
with Hsu Shih-ch'ang as governor-general and concurrently imperial com-
missioner, assisted by three civil governors who replaced the military
governors in the provinces of Fengtien, Kirin and Heilungkiang.It>0

Equally notable was the rise of a constitutional movement in China
under the impact of the Russo-Japanese War. The famous scholar-turned-
industrialist, Chang Chien, proclaimed that 'the victory of Japan and the
defeat of Russia are the victory of constitutionalism and the defeat of
monarchism'. On 1 September 1906 the Ch'ing court was obliged to an-
nounce its intention of establishing a constitutional government, but its
insincerity alienated it further from the people and gave new impetus to the
revolutionary movement. China's unhappy vicissitudes in her foreign rela-
tions since the 1860s had paralleled the decline of the Ch'ing dynasty.

100 For details of the status of Manchuria and its reorganization, see Robert H. G. Lee, Tbe
Manchurian frontier in Cb'ing history, 1 5 2 * / teq.
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